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a. number The .decimal

I masf so PA- :named :oth

ap,es below are, for e
P Ak 0; 3.0,+ ik;

ten. litrid-

the decinial nu

her ,names. for .40 + 15.

rah. fcir 40 + 15? Ste. e five
4 .

A

4 You may think of

31[15., 200 30 + 4°? 7'

234 ,= 200 + 19 + 2ir? (d)' 234 =a o, + + 4?

67 as 6 tens and 7 ones or as 5. tens

11a111.

Is _23,4 = 4'20 + 14?

Nay. we think of 726

as .700 + 20 + 6?

as 70Q + i0 + 16?

600 + 120 A- 6?

Differen n ea for, nuriihe__

are often shown on :an., chaotic.

How 1s k named on each

v

abacus at the

Tell two different names. for
e

each o 6 numbers. Show

each on the abacus.-

6 9r
4 a , 2 tens

14 on
303



,

o paper: Te toe
9rrd 0 complete his chart.

120 -+ 17

1200, +-;16o 4 18

6 tens . 18

10 14526.
1116

erne cal_sentence 1 Le,,true In exe Jae_ 10

00. 60 + 16 another name. tor 1376?

1, 7 1000 + 300 + 60 + 16
la.

= , 874 1 thousand + 17 hundreds + 16 tens + 4 ones-,
1'

thousands + 18 .hundreds + 11 tens ''+ q_._, n



'',1" - t.. .. ..- 6
, ,_ ..,, '...r , -_,,'

erdise,Set..2157.'5! I t-iti

36,i-reerien`l-travOIOdz.-- 453 miles i January and 523, miles
, "

i'.'inf:Febr_uiry-.1illeihat,distance did he travel in the two
VA-)

mittnt);isy

The salesman ,' traveled 230 miles in March,. 31q- mile in

'14 April, ',and .345 miles in May How many 'Miles did he travel0---

'the three 'months?
: .

3. From _January through June the salesman traveled 2 miles.

From July tihrough December he traveled 1,854 miles ow

far did he travel during the ear?

- .._

You found how far the salesman traveled in 'one year in

exercise 3. miring anoer year e ave e_ m les

;-:7-_--- --7 What was his mileage during the two ye
. _

5. 0 an automobile trip-, Fred and Carol played 'a game by. \

. .

counting ,station wagons' and trucka they saw on the highway. _.

,-' Fred counted 234 station wagons and Carol counted 205

.......,_ ...=,

, trucka-. How many station wagons and trucks did they eount--
. *

in all? .' . . i. '-!_'

. Jack "and Tim have -be-en 'gathering rocks for the new walk' their

7 rather Jack, has gathered 172 _rocks. and TimThas
.

How-ma.ny-rockdhavethetwoboYsga-thered

altogether?

;-

'."



-rilaceb6ads op.
=

that each addend- is

h'e:t5thr8.

abaeus, to, chow

show 'ih

400-+ 20 ,

300 t 40,,
200 0

=

esul t dc adding the ones/

Show' the result of adding the tens.
-

Show _the7 result of adding the

'hundreds..

400 -F,

3oo 40 4-

200 10 + 4

900-1-'76 4/12:

Now , 423 ± 345 + 214 = 9.00 + 70 + 12,
. -

, -

900 A- 70 + 12 is thoughi' of as 900 + 70

900 + 70 (10 +2 = 900 + (70 + lo) + 2.

he )decimal ntimeral for 9007.+, Bo + 2

Now try. to add 342,

and -41a without the abacus.

See Box A.-.
342 .*300 40+
12)4 t= 100 + 20 + 4.
418' 400 A- 10



Whoobtained

:adding -500, 140, end 13
-278 260-

Sao. 4:1'ko ÷-i 653

Sometime a 375 and 278 '

-*-added,:as- box) C

Whit numbers were added

get '13? How do you

tile, 146? How, do.you

get 50? How-18 the
.

653 obtained? The= methoa. of C .,may be more convenierit

for you.

Exercise Set 3

e the method of -Box. B- to find each sump

43 167 346 -558 1287

29- 254: 186 645 3648,

tiselphe hod of Box C to find each sum.

429 . 697' 1278 8296 6278

335 134 4193 1376 1032

0

307



Addition is an operation-on two numbe When W Operate on

15 and 3 and get we.haVeadded r, (15 3 = 18) Eighteen.
zal6

a-ealled-tne- a Fir , are; __ea lied..add end s

ddition exercise

n in 'columns to

Colimnmi help to keep the

ones together, the tens

toget er the hundreds

ogether, and so on.

IncOlumn addition

ones are added first,

the tens next, the hundreds

next, and on

Part of the sum of

theones column is

sometimes: remembered. It

-is-then-added-in-with-the

tens.

Part of the sum of

the tens/ column is

sometimes remembered.

As_then,added in with the.

hundreds.'

329

146

948

To-add I think: 9 wand 6.

are 15 and 15 and 8 are

23. 'think of 23 as 2

and 3 ones.. Record and

remember 2 tens.

Tad tens and 2 tens are

4 tens; 4 tens and 4 tens

tens

are 8 tens; and 8 tens And'

4 tens are 12 tens. -Think

of 12 tens -as 1 hundred and .

2 tenor. 'Record 2 tens and

remember 1 hiuidred.

One hundred and hundredd

are. 4 hundreds; .4 hundreds

and 1 hundred are 5

hundreds; and 5 hundreds and

hundreds'are 14 hundreds;

Record 14 hundreds.



126 348
246 629

(d)

15

-167 239 468 282
43 504 529

635 447 563-- ----3-- --647
128 .:406 129 19 257 39

174L__ 88 489 179 266 593
138 545 272 658

347.
897 ,-
304

698

256 1591 1876. 8976

1297 8643 7235' 1235

-540 9275 8544 7142
698 5873 6718 . 6473

248

1762
4391

.,3065:_
, 8572--

find for each of exercises (a) thrtingh (i).
a): 'il = 697 + 384. (c) n -,..559 = .2476

(b) n 7 672 + 1278 (d) 3 n -' 8Y5.1:_

309



rbibe-Set

., the number of days in each .the- st sic months

of this year w many ddys are there in the first six

List the uMber days 'in -each of the 61KMontl-1s

of this year. . 1164w Many daya.are there in thb\qast six

4 --
months of this year?

John went o'a-book storfe,... He found 5 magazines Which

he ',Their prices were .75/i, g© j X425%, 55%, and

95 He bought the-three which were cheapest. How much

did ey cost?

There were-135 books borrowed from the library on

lAohdaY, 140 books on Tuesday, 168 bookb on Wednesday,

174 books on Thursday, and 147 books oh Friday. Duririg.,-.

these fiVe days, how many books were borrowed?

The Jackson family took a trip by-car from New tprk.',.qity

to-7Boston. -The-Arip-:tookfive hours ,ThisishoWiar

they traveled each hour: 36 miles, 44 miles 47. miles,

41 miles,., and 38 miles. How many.miles did they travel

in the five hours?

I

310



Johns s

The cos

him a new comet, cap, Shoes, and-1)6-

V
of the coat was 18 the a the. shoes

ands:the -bOCta How much -did pay for -them

There are 65,761 Indians in Arizona/ 53,769 Indians ip

0klahoma, and.' 41,901 Indians New Mexico.

Indians live in' these three states?

There are 629 boys and. 587' girls in Longfellow Sphool.

How many children attend Longfellow School?

1940 there were,. 172,172 people in Miami, :Florida.

In 1950 there were 87,663 more people living.there'.than.
. ,

in 1940. ROW many people lived in Mend. in 1950?

1t., Wiring a- candy. ale Mary- sold 232 boxes o mints.

sold 472 boxes; and Jane sold- 143, boxes . Find,

total number of boxes sold by the three .gArls

The -pupils of Oak school. collected Iiifts for poor children

at Christmas . They collected 433 books, 316 toys,

252 games," and 164 puzzles. rHow many-gifts Were

%colleoted in all

311



-Dcercise Set

als 1_ through- 'p on_ your_ paper._ Nex

e' t words, dna numerals to complete this

bars <
erated on

15, 289

Result Lration. Mathematical
Used Sentence

addition
-

addition 67-4. + 879 = n

so eaeVi of expeises 9 through' 1 -1.411

499 773

10. 312 + 184 128

\1,79, .

+ 156 394,

.13. - 341 159, if

11. 346 + n



V,,,V

TEVI OF SbETRACTION

Set_ 7

urge --had :-524 -61,r the answer to an exe -1-- =

have been- 639-'How much too small was,his answeV

e spo ,keeper, ,told .Tim that the V gorill ieighed 572

How much _unds,:and theemall one 'Aighed 61

ore does the large gerilla. weigh?.
! - ,

'Ma 1950, -the population of a cifywas 6,478. By 1960,

-it had increased to 9 699. Wiiat -as 'the increase in

-
population during the year period?

2 ;

The Boy -ScOuts had a paper dTive Troop 51 collected

8,200 pounds d They wated to collect 9,600

:pou ds ,How mhnymore .pounds of paper do they need to

C

-Subtrhc

665

'152 721
937
125

,

And_ 11_ so_ _eachmathema -1- sentencd will be true.

n+ 3 6 .7

(b) n .115g = 737

63 + n = 1175

(d) 2378 -- 2163



Ti--O
a .

- r

ctlon era- tion for -finding the

he sum -and None addend are ,--530A

1411734.--5j=2,2181y, you' hv_e

o

, .

si
write -as shown ih wok A.

OA'

o box Wh

use the-abacu

us think about
process. Fii,st we
the s-u -536: on

abacus

+'§0 16
200 +1.0,-

ow, we separate the
rkers. to show the

.

wn 'addend, 218,

the other- addend-.

is the other _adden

.500 + 20 -+ 16
200 + 10'+ 8

=



tteW reacird'
-

535'' 50c'+ 3p +-t
200', + -10-

above ?t :ac tion

20 +16
206 +-=

300

-'Sooetimes,' finding - the uhlciown addend A more 11*-eficult.
..i

+'

_
26For example- what

We may Trite

322

932 = 900;+304.42 900!+-20 +

263 20D -0 + = 200 + 6o +

Explain how May, think- when

What is the other addend?

'

Now let us look for 's. shorter' way of writing the (taps

subtraction 'prdblem. Notice how this fOrin corresponds to the

above We eg r wityl 932

'We car

9 hundreds, tens, 2. one's
26_.8 2 hundreds, enh, f. 8 ones

rect in 'the one-0 column so we regroup

We cannot

2- 6

--ubtrad

9 hundreds', 2 tens, 3:2 ones,.
8 2 hundreds, 6 tens, 8 onqs:

ih the tens t column $o we regroup again

8 .hundreds, 12 tens, 12 ones
8 2 hundreds, 6 0 tens, 8 ones

12 - 8 4 1, 4 ones.

-.12 '6 - 6, 6 tens
-- 2 = 6, 6- hundreds

315



Subtradtidn B-an ,operation on numters, noefe-o e te_dn:.:.
.

d: and -get i ff, eve have _subtracted. 1 1 kuld,

A-,siibtra t on-exe ^ _se

a.Written"-, in id.oliOnS'tq thake

ubtradtidn edlwmtis

help to keep the odes
t

&trier,: ..the tens together,

ones

tens next

In column ksubtradtton the

are subtracted: firs the

tc-i

naming the 'sum in .a

tion exerdise may help
tits t Bubtradt'.-

ot,

To aubtratt think:

Mere are riot} elId:ush ohes

the ones place+n,37
I will .think of- 5,576 aS"--

'5 thousands, hund

6 tens, and 16 one
a.

16* = 8. - 2.
5 - 2. , -5 - 1 The

addend is 4'248.

Exercise Set 8

ind the unknown addend in each of 1. and 2.

(d)

817 852.

-743 575

8421 3124
5167 2674

316

5

-378

5672
1489 ,



e week.

a itomobi

Exercise-Set

actory--,assembled! trucks and

ambled?

y_mOnt-- t tiles th .auto m biles-mtra_

1950 Cher e were 0500 Pe Ple "in Woodside. In. 1960

ere-Were :9,460 people.ln Woodside. How many more People:

ere--there-in----1
'

We planned a 455 ?Rile. trip. The first day we t av ed

265 miles. How maty-miled were left to travel?

QS
The Mississippi. RiVer is ,348- miles long shd the Ohio.

River is 981 miles long. How many miles longer i the

is ssippi River?

What is the total length,of the Mississippi and the Ohio

Rivers?

.In -New ---1-i472- fee

high, The Chrysler Building is 1,046 feet high. How

muchlligher is the Empire State Building?

t.

317



_

7.3 There ;were 435 children

children at Edison SchoOl.

schools?,

er School and 379 ;

y children attend both

A sign on a foot b idge cads, "Not safe for over 200'

pounds Jerzl. je
\

omds'.-rridk. weighs 57 ,poupds,
. . -

68 an e three boys safelyTorn weighs

acrCss'the bridge together?

Another bridge, holds two ton8 sal'ely. A cement trti ak that

wei 2,165 pounds a on the bridge. How y more

pa nds could sa eiy'b o on the bridge at the s r e time?

elmother was. born in 1908. How old will- sh

be on hen birthday this year?



-Whieh- of "ti-e-ile" are o -t er n e 8;000,

, 000 ones - (d) , 000 + 1,000 thousands
.

b) . 804 *- 21 800 hundrecig
. 8,000 - 0

oBo :, en 10;000 2,000'

Suppose you are o find n when . l'

8,000 1,732 You can write the

O.- A -,,,__:.Fincling ,.
.

the _ -4___ _

_
u OWn- addend .is 'easy if, you rename

,000 as 799 tens and 10 ones

or 7990-1 10,

Look at the eiample given in

Box B.

Tell -how- to get the un n

addend;-, 6260 + 6.

-What decimal numeral- names

the unknown addend?

Exercise

Find the unknown addend for each of these.

) (13) -.(d)

'804-, 602 102 3001

267 536 85 1467

6600 -- 007 4803 21567
4

-123k 1562 1297 1982



ercise SE

inCbes: his -ether 1 70,- -tall;

he s-rniast-Johii:.grow_ t be 40 father

et n. School there are 500 boys

more boys there than girls?
d

on has 1,500 st eps.. He, pasted in his album.

How itn are left to put in the album

Sue heis $25. She savin tb buy a bic9.cie which costs

$42.. How much more money must she save:? ;

-A .high -school ad um ha's 5,2004z seats. 3,482 tickOts

have been sold for as game.. How many tic).pts are _left??

.elephant in a zoo weighs ,000 pounds. A bear weighs

746 .pounds How much less does thd bear weigh ha the

elephant.

7. West:Virginia became a state in 1863. Hawaii became a

state in 196p. How nary more yeara ha West` Virginia

been a state than 14.waii?

320



'RELATION THE TECHNWES OF ADD_ ION AND SUB TRACTION'

ereise- Set -12

copy .111e chart-bele . -Add or subtrat t aph eereise'and

Uhdo

2.

5287

9385

5.

6. Show. that each these mathematical sentences' about doing

and undoipg is .true. The first one is done for you as an

example.

( 573-4-128)7.12 = 57-3.

Answer: 573 701

128 128

'_',701 573

841 4. 358) - 368 = 841

632 -?'257)' 4- 257 ..'632

)___1905,,,,_496.). +.496 -905.

). -(384 4 :769) - 769 . 384



Column-:;additIcinImay be ;checked by using the. commutative

'as6601:a0Ve properties of addition. In:;this example; _

o the top down ;" When nadd from the bottom .

e ith awns the same? Add: -

check. the sums in each of the folloWing ex

1492 687
3876 41

9547__ 600

'3841 817
2056 932

16. =TWISTER:

ises:

10. 11.
-3286 _ 1720--
921[6 15363
3078 42630
5000

1.4_,. 15.
15618 61429
29832 78503
75490
61078

59268
681

_____

70201 91030

to find the sum for ekercise 8'4*

adding down the coltunn once.



e -e-Se_ 1
-_

opyrzthezpulliera isil-thrbuskiron your paper.- Write the ::
-,_ -,.;-g---:,.-,k.,__;,.,_

. ,I,

orrect-mords'or--, -ali to complete this chart.

addition

x4r#=--- .,_

-762 = 575-

-1277

-2000, (156 354)

addition

subtraction

subtraction

2-01--717ubtraction

3811 979'

n so each: mathe

.

sentence will be true?

7_4- 48 . 204 - 157 10.- n "- 4000 1963

11. k2 12. 102 -



_ _eackexercise' below, the lettere. A, Bp-

eto be replaced by one-of the digits
_ , _

'Itrfere in different exercises: A symbol such



BTLNI

101.;44, miles an B -traveled_

a weekend trip. How many more miles did

aVel'ed323

Iee,,On%a_ weekend trip.,

Ji family B traveled

di d the two families travel?
4 1

-

Family. A traveled 323,1 miles and family B traveled

--289 -Miles-on-a weekend-trip. -How much farther would-

"-family B have to travel ih order to travel as far as

:Families A and B -are together on a trip of -323 miles.

They have traveled 289 miles. flow manYMila-66theY-fli-V-E

left to travel?

erci e 14

1. A notebook:coete a pencil 27 and an erase,

How much Will it cost to buy. a-set-of one of each?

Four children Pu ,thei

riding horse. ;bad

7and7Frahk had

chilOen have?

er to: :1;44.: a

$35 Jerry ha& 48, Diane had

9 7. -How:-much-money-did-tha-7-four



ykiip_Olje:300 -feet long and,-160

II,you-have Walked if yu walk along the

he field?

zpobtage stamps. He received some fear

er0-ie hid 323. Hew,thinyetimpsdid-he

receive ''

'1At'FairvieW,,the temperature was 58° at noon and 2

------7at-nridritght-.-- owmuch-had he temperature-ehanged
-

ci-

Toth-Wanted-to buy a-radio' which was-priced-at--$72-i--

ad $56' saved. How much did he still have to save?

7. On a page in a catalog the ollowing prices were given:

soft ball, 1; bat, $3; fielder's mitt, catcher's

besethants-mitt;-e-$ -catcherle-mask--7--

$4; and baSeball uniform, $6. What will it cost

-Mii;:-Thethrieon-to buy a ball, a batAand three uhiforms_------,

for his sons?

In ont year the A6ne Motor Company made 969,732

autemobiles, 95,060 trucks, and 17,747 motor sCootera.s,

_Find the number of vehicles made by the Acme Motor Company



g. ?sample,,- you may

gthr
i.na ,_,,,,then-,we'-cannot play baseball."

thee_ statements about your activities.

-tifen statements we mant the second part to be

true- because of \the first part.

We ;use _nifthen" thinking when we f,eason:

then

7 + 15, then n 8"

--we-wout.k not-- think
1

+ 6 = 9, then 3 -+ 6 10, sinceth-eHtf'tiu''-
part _is,not_a result of the "if" part.

-+ 6 = 9, then -10



eroise Set 15
*

_tenlents-.--: Doe some

h you e an

ferant _ ways

-
en-r6F-i

_then 12.+-n,=-19 then

17+1, then (f) If n i5 1k,, then

,ft

> or qp each' of hese statements
-,,r,--,-nixa-,Wr4a3e2140WANA

+--6 4. -17,, -then n 17.

;(1)) If- 21 - n = 19, then n 21.

d 16 =,31,, then n -16.

40,: then n 40.

(5)

If n + 0 = 118, then n 178.
, .

If 0 - n = 0, ,then, n 0.

(h) 6- + 8) + n = then --n-

3. BRAINTWISTEE. Remember: ,x,, y, and z represent whole

nuMbers. Suppose x + y © z.

.-(a) Are you sure that < z, and

(b) Give an example for' x = z
Give an example for x < z.
dive; one example_Could x > z?



the' autri of the ,numbers in column k? in c E?

coluMn C?,

the

s the -sum rot` the nuinbers in row D? row E? row F?

5, and 6 are said t6 be ona diagonal. What is

tkeArl sum -,,What _three

What is their sum?

Aire all eight 'sums tile same? The square' is said to be 'magic

her numerals are7on a diaggnall_

_

_ because the *ins of all rows, -columns, ofd diagonals are
equal rh114..

k a mil' Square by adding .19 each number in .the above.

he Sum, of the.numPers, in each row?,

each column each diagdnal? Is the new Square a magic

square

Is the square on -the. right a
magic...Square What is the

of the numbers on each row,
_column and diagonal?

71 58 - 6

66 65 63

64 62 67,

69
.

Make a new squara.by subtra tin g 49 from -each- number in the

square:in exerdise 6 a magic square?,,

_9



536

239

3782-'

-489 6356 7159

Find in so each mathe ical sentence will be true.

n l 2'53 359._ 7, 1=_284.,

(b) n = 76 + ity (a) n 87 =I 123 (f) -283 n ,= 481

ich of these mathematical sentences are not true.?,
,

(a) 81 + 69 = 160

(b) 124 238 = 362

289 + 463 = 752
lb

-Write =, or < so each mathematical, sentence r

be true.

825 568 257 (c) 742 - 367

2,89+ 482 76 538 a. 289;

(d) 1276 - 1+93 = 783

(e) . 263 = 612 - 350'

412 =



h lea ,number, can 'be use

'14 (g) 26 - 21

`v.,1-1 31t (h) 21 - -26 = n

INtWISTER.i

Me two numbers you operate on are n and n. -Me

.oPeration_you use .is addition.. Me 1,esult is _200.

'What number is , n?

(b)---Follow-the- directions-of eXerciae-(a)-but._'replac'e.-

with 82.

BRAINIVISTER. What, is wrong with this problem? The two_
numbers you operate' on are n and n. The operation you

use is subtraction. The result is 10.. What number is n?

BFLAIINITWISTER. Two numbers operates bn are n and 376.

The result -593. Write two -true mathematical sentences

using n, = 376, and 593. each mathematical sentence

n, ._ will be a_-different number.

1 BRAINTWISTER. Two -numbers op rated on are n and' 3

Tile result is 89. can you write one or tWoi_true

mathematical sentences using n; 376;' and 89? _Why?



_ .

e- o 2,15. Joe_hadsomemoney and then,

en,,L'he y_enough_.:t0_,(bUy_the=

much did'he hive before earnfrw.

_

ourth ade class-collectdd- 287 -more pounds bf'old-

frooLit',Ansi-waptipeirs-thin-thefifth,grade,class._-,The,fourth_gra0

es collected 512 pounds. How much did tiie(fifth.

-ade-collect?

aiLWAP a -

721
Va

,largest 7 'fiuMber- that

_

,using.each of the digits 7,_2,-Ljand 1.what'ia the

smalleat number that can be so written? What Must be

4.

added to the_smaller number to get the larger?

------- -=------ iEMary -went to the store to buy one loaf of. . read and one
4

dozen eggs. Bread is 29 a lo*' and'eggo 65, fa-dozen.

Using only, the above information which oefillese questa.-6ha-

you answer?

What-is the- cost- t5e-

(b) How much infall did Mary pay fOr bread ?,

How much%change did she brfng bmg

(d) If vie.-gave' the clerk a $5 bil how much changg

did she,recelate



E °el had fa newspaper and magazine drive.' Room.

,1,546 pounds, Reim 'collected 2,875

am- C-_ coll epted 5,32 pounds How manypounds; and

".6 d. hese three rooms _collect _in' all?

INTWISTER. Use the numbers

and 10 to a magic square.

-RRANTwibiiga.

diagonal is

2; 3, k, 5, 6, 7, 8i 9
the efum. each

What number is n if
(6 .- n) 4- 4 . (6-4- n) - 4
.How many counting- numbers -are

between 194

8 -BRAINTWISTER. Each mathematiCal sentence below is true. .

In which is n not a whole -ninriber?

(a) n n =n



o « n _ool daieteri,e.: seed' lunch ._ to: _.

-".4...1,,,,;:rj,

a95 eriiidrin. 'ow IplidEg

218 .! Wren', o Tqesday
,-

ofillaren'--on _--eiciay
- ., . r

205 , Children 9nt. Thcday

-1911:1';illiXdreKV,OP

--se 'the above '-information to --solve rp,r8b1 ems'

y''onildren Ali:dr,e served the week _

ificrdie-triati.---'1-, 000- -lunches "-were' se-
,

week?'
;

I .

4 e T S

nd the two daysl:o --1-Aathe most lunanee , e --s-e-i,44d
it

4 o '

The total number Of:junches for these two day was how:-

many r--1 ess- than '59,0

i 1 I

jilf*, p total number c f luxiohes served the first three days
-4- ,-- ''-

____
-%,

o 'e week is ho y more than the number served the '
,

blast o days of t eek?
11_

tihat ireistians about the amber of lUnches served?

+ 194

.

20 194.



\100 ig 7=

en enc@

wer xe

,

1 VrImIch mora-w11.17 4.- o u he-2 ---games-Tear s

Rummy than 1 game o 0 d:-Miid?

The mathernat cal sentences in exercises 1_ through 17
er 'what- elapsttons -about the cost of the--card games

'47 = 1



Rtercise Set 20

Sating of Operation

Yoil_have been studying -addition 'and %subtraption, two- of

the operations of,mathematics They are operations on two

,numbers'. The symbols that indicate these operations are +

id sNow- we are -going to "make :up" someoperatIons. -They--

are "make- believe" operations and are. not found in mathematics

boons. They have been invented to see if you can discover

thei

1. One makeLbelieve operation is named "circ. The symbol

to indcate circ 0 is read, "Two elm

3 to the first number and-.then

t-the second number fr-tm that sum. Thus

= 1. -Find for each of these.

2 = n 5 CD l =n

1 = n 0. .

ake-believe operation is named, "bow." The

bol to indicate bow is T 3 T 4 is read, "Three bow

four." Bow means choose the smaller number.

5. = 5. Find dt ea li.of these.

2 T 3.= n

12 T p = n . (d ) -T 10 =n



AndtheroptratXon named; "wob., " The symbol 'to indictt

wob 1 4 read. "Three wob Here are

some re of the operation, on two numbers.

t
' A

find the Meaning-of wob

5 1,

:for each the following:

5 1 =n 7 1 10. = n (kr:2 1 0 =n

-1 9 =

e symb01

6 1 8 = n

is to be a sign of operation. 3 * 4 tells
you to operate:on -3 and 44) in a certain way. It is

.'Thr star four." Here, are some results, of the
.,operation,' star, on two numbers. Try to find: the meaning

of star.

*

(1?). 5* 6 -= 12

6 =

= 11

Find n for each of the following:

6 = n

5 * 9 = n

337,



Anothpr operation IS called, The symbol for pick

is Itry-to find the meaning of J from these 'examples

5 = 4 ) 2 ..J 4 = ) -J7 5

2 1 (d) 8 J 7 (0' .9

Anther. 'operation:id called, .,

"alpha. rr.. The symbol for

ha is- -It -is an Operation on one number..

d'the meaning _of.dr from these exampled.

=6' )`a 0 =0 (d) C 5 = 10 d

What- each of the folloliling?

4 . ) 91 n g)cC 1 = m

SLIFER BRAINTWISTER., Another operation called, "beta-.

The symbol to indicate beta is B find the meaning

of these examples:

4-= (a) .2 B

=,9 (d) 7 B

Find n for each of the following:

) .2 B 3 = n (i) 5 8 6 = n (k) 1 0 n

) 8 B 4 = n (j) -k,B 2 - n (1) 5 8 5 = n

8 = 2 6 B.1=

5 = 0 3 B

SUPER BRAINUISTER. For which of the operations in exercises

1-7 does -the commutative property seem to hold?

338



'ENRICHMENT

_ uNION OF SETS

Pretend'you have Set A and Set B.

call Set- C the interse ion of Set A and Set

Call Set D the union. of Set A- and Set B. .

c9py and-fill n this table.

pictures.

(You may need to- dra some

Number of
members in

Set B.

.

Number of Number of
members in members in

Set- C Set D
(Intersection) (Union)



Chapte

--TECHNIQUES. OF MULTIPLICATION,

OPERATIONS

DIVISION

We think of a ditien,'subtraction,

multiplication, and dive on as the four.

basic operations of arithmetie.

We have learned .that an oberation'en

hers iaa way of thinking abo0 two numbers,

etting one number as a result.

Wheifte-think about= 12- and--3 < --and-zet-

15, we are.adding.. When wethink about 12

and and get .9,;, we ale'subtrattin-. When

we think.about 12 and d get -56,- 'We

are multiplying. Wien we t ink-about rd. and

and get 4-, -we areiAlviding.

34



MDLTIFLIWITION

We express multiplication like

9 x 4 36.-

e read the sentence like this:

9, time -4 As equal: to

9 times 4 e

We know that: .

9 is a factor of

4 is a factor of 361

36 is the product..9f ; and- 4.

DIVISION

We express division like thi.
-

36 ='n

36 = n X9

or

36 = 9x n

We read the sentence like thiS:

36 divided by 9 is equal to n.

36 equal to what tithes 9 ?

36 is equal to 9. times whatnumber?

We that:

36

9

the product of 9 and

a known factor of

n is an unknown factor

36.

3.



BE DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION OVER ADDITION-

Methods of multiplication depend on expre9ingcOne factor
_ .

_ . .

a sum and-then using the distributive property of

multiplication over addition.

To multiply48 x 6, you can think df

Then we multiply each number r the factor..

-distributive_property,_

6,x 48 4 6 x (40 q. 8

4 as (Ao

ye uSe the

-Rename 48 as (40-+

= (6 x 40) Fliistribute the 6 over

.1- 48

(Ao 8).

The product of -6 and 40

is 24o.- The product

6 and 8 ie 48,
A

The sum 240 and

288.

DIVISION OVER ADDITION

express 75 as (50 25).

'hy 5.

ename 75 (5o 4- 25).

ate the 5 over

5o 25). AL--

vide 50 by 5.. Divide

5.

sum of 10 and 5



Exercise Set 1

Write the numerals from I to 20 on- your paper. If a,

If a statement is false, write

'7

statement is true, write

false.

1, Ilping,the,,aetiof whole numbers, you can multiply any- pair of

,numbers end- always- get a - whole- number for ,their product .

_Using the set of whole numbers, you can divide arty' pair of

numbeis and always get a whole, number for the' un 0-

factors

3. 273 x 846 . 846 x

4. 3 -
5. 69-
6. 17 = 17

6 6

1 x 9

9. 0 +.6 0

10. 6.X 9 < 7 x

58 x 69 69 x 58

12. 48 4 .140 4)

13, ( 0 4 ) x 7 = ( 0 7 )

14. 2 x

15. 2 x 2 x 30) (2 x 40)

16. , (21 x 7) + 7 = (21 +.7) x 7
1 7 . (48 + 6) 4. 2 e.. 48 (6

a. (5 x- 30 ) (5 x 6) 5 X 36

19. (47 x 18 (47 x 47 x 3o

20. (12 + 3) (12 +



-Find a deal rf each entenCe.

10 x = n-

89 x lb -=

-IOC 35 = 14. 10 x 8 = n

.10 x 1 =- n

30 x 100 =

300 x 10 = n

20. 12 x



AvOLTIPLYING BY MULTIPLES OF TAI

We have-learned\how. to multiply two numbers when one o

n to multiply two *bribers when one of the

iple of 10. Multiples Of 10 are 10, 20 30,:

Can you name Some other aultiples of 10?

find the product of 7 and 20. To multiply

can 11.1.4100ff 20 as (10 10). Then,

10 #10)

7_x_10Lt x

+170

- 140',

Rename_ 20 a- (10 10

Distribute 7 -,over_-_,

Multiply 7 and 10.

Add 70 and 70.

can think of. 20 as (2 x 10 ) Then,

Rename '20 a (2 X'10

Use-the'issociative:prope_

Multiply 7 and 2.

MUltiply 14 and 10.

x20 - 7 x (2 x"1.0)

(7 X-2) x

= 14 x 10

140

Is it easier to find the product of 7 and 20 by the

first way or the second way? Let us find the product of another

pair of numbers using the second way. One of the factors is a

multiple of 10. Give reasons for each iTep in the following.

,eXample.
8 x 40 = ,(4 10)

(8 x 4). x 10

=32 x 10

320



Find the decimal numeral for eachlproduct in exerciads,

-th:rdugh'12':- In exercises '1 through 4, i4rite each step as

in le:

Examplel

in exercises 5. throUgh 12; ad ihadecimal. numeral for

each product,without writing the 8t p3.

can you think that 7 multiplied by 4-

multipliod by 10 is 280?

47

. .

t

In exercise 5,

28 and that 28



2Joercibe Set 4

Use mathematidal sentences to help solve eachief the

lowing problems'. -Express each answer in a comblete Sentehce.

The 'beads on, an abacus,May be
. =

beads on each of 4 wires.' v,many -beada-are an:this.

,Some land will be divided into 7- blocks., 4c,) houseawill'

bebuilt on each blocIt Now Me Wises will thereA)e,on the,

-42

ne.section of plane there!Wee

7:qeata in each row.- How man

tion,of the plane?

At an assembly the chairs were arranged-in:. 30,..12Vws..-:

20_ rows of, seats'

ssi-were'!there in

There were 10 chairs in each row.

set up for,the.assembly?

How many chairs were

5. Bob bought 3 season. tickets to th.i ketball games. Each

ticket costs 3.20. How muchYli Hol epend for the t ckets?
N_

JID family' room floor thei, _6o tiles. 30 tiles
used on the kitchen fioor'. How many more tiles were

-used on- the floor of the family room than on the floor of._

-the kitchen?



1v11,141PLiING OF' OWE MIMED

We have learhed how, multiply two whole numbers when one

of the era lEt 11!01..i.. We have learned how to multiply two

whole iii:tab when one is a multiple of 10. What are some

.multiples of 1

Look at' t_

multiple of 10 0

e for find.in g the product of d

x lo)

(6

.. 18 x 10-*

7Wq,,116w- want- to - to multiply- two whole numbers when one

the - numbers is 100. We also want to learp'-how to find the
t I

product of numbers when one factOr',(is a multiple of 100.
.

are multiples of- 100? is 200 multiple of. 1007 is
0? is , 400? 0S112you name some other multiples of 140?_.

34:9



See if you can'under tend these examples.

Example 1: 6 x 1,00. - 6 x'(10 x l0
6 x lo ).x 10
0,x 10

=600.

Erample 2; 1 x 100.E 18 x (10 x 10
18 x 10 x 10

1Zox 10

x 300 = 6 x (5 x 100
(6 x3) x100

= 18 100
1800

Example 3:

ample

.Example

5 x.J;o
5 x 31 x

= 15 x-loo
= 100

16 x 200 = 16 x -(2 x 100-
= (16 x 2) 'x 100
-4 32 x '100
7'3200

x 2000 = 40.x (20 x loo
.. 4 x 2o) ° x-100

x 100
boo

'Example,

Can

to be mUitipried?

product .dust by looking a

Try these.

87 x 10

5 x 6o

4o x 30

4 ,x 100

00x - 3

12 x 400

many could you do?

/ Now you can use what you have learned about tr 151Ying

by 10 and 100 and their multiples-

e two numbers





o numbers like thse:-

and'

array',h pd us to think ,about -4 x 32.

..
a

---.

,

-we can make smalltpr arrays,o
au,

4i

VY

d
6

II

0 ..
. o

_Wejj.rite

( 4 2 = 4 x (0.4- 2)

s*
X 30) (4 x 2

7 120 +, 8

120

12a

can_rx



7 '

82

x 4



w

9. 4 x 36 36

x4



0- o'.7find' the: products of numbers like,- 3 and

What number must n represent-

benoeS e:eantence is a true datement?

The products are 273, 138, and

,and the product 'expressions.

ow match the products

We -now want to find the product of numbers ike 3

312.

WO Write,
_

3 x 312 = 3 x (300 + 16.-i- 2)

_



faye the t we might=use- the vert o

lioa Here are some of ,them.

306 -10-4 2

9oo ÷ 3o + 6 = 93.6

312 12

=

9
-it

x 312)

You sdo not need use all of these _ways. Use" the one

thaf you like beet: You may even like a' Short, form, like

"1 this

312

you disober e. `way _to 114 'he .pTroduct.70

356





se

1010:

X9

.210

X 4

1 612 3:7i' 1023

X Li

13. 723'



0

e way

t

a.

. 900
.,.- 936

611; what you had torAihink to use thills: y?

;want .to think some more ,about these shorter ways.

'Suppose we need to find the product -of , 4 and

read iow how td find the produe-t, in this way:
1.--1,--1. 4h

, - 7 1. d. a.
2

-x 4

-12
8o
92

let us, see if we ban' find a shorter fa-rm for -dolifig'

2- We can think x 3 12. Think of 12;'

ten and 2 :onep.., Let us iirite the -2_

1 rernember.

tens and

What the:i5rodua of- 4 and 2- W -can write;

359:



You may wish to.'use th short method _to, do the problems

n, Exercise 9. You m .y 18h to ti.-y severalniit



Note: Each blank must be replaced by one



ITPLES OF 1©

umber --

50_ and 2 3 66, and . 131.

o is ,number .of each pair a multiple of 10?

'multiile ,off in these, airs;
e the

each -pair 1e s7than

Let-us learn- a way to ,find the product of 20 'and- v34

_Deep 26 x 34 name the 'number of dots in this arr y? How

youi-t en?

40 ... .. 16,6'4 6 .
P P ....... 6 *0 ' ;
*4.6 § . 6 . a * § : 9: 6,"6-6.

6 -.* ' 19 e' .. 6- . o" i * V, -
0. * 0 # ao,a.,6Z4 -e

6 * 0 f',*, R. 4'0 #. #e 6. 0 ..6- .0. #, # #., # ##, ,..
a e. 0. 6. . .6 6 * * ** '0'0 9,* - '

6. 0, 6. ...V. . _ .6. # ' - 6 .. '00 .. .- .
# 0, # * . 4. .6

0 - *so #f #- # #.-6 '0 # #
i. . ,0 # o-

V 0 0 6.

Here is another array .Just like the one above.. Let -us

separate it into smaller arrays.

... i . Of .4. 9 .f - #- _# = r - .- 4- a 4 -e 0MH. -' . 0,-,-*.* . .. . #
. . . 0, .--- ... .., A .*-' .. . .. 1- . p_ # .0 .0 9 #

C. 0' # O. - # d d 0.. 0
a '**i oos*4' 0 # 6

@ @ * . # .0 4- 0 .4 *
0 0 I 0 4 6 6 0 6 0 . . 0 # 0 # * 0 :*.

,
0

. 0 # . 4 6 6 . * .0 0. .. # .. a . . i' 'o .. o, t a .., '...
, 6 , -# .:_a a & 6 if 0 4, 9 9 9 .@@4 if---6*4060_6060_#6-6-6*#-*9 9004.49,6.

.-
# o a ..... O .....



a-

help-..you, to , find the number of 'dots in the big

e` can: yaite

0

-8o ----,680.

'34

20

go 26 x

: 600 20 x30)
680 20 X 311)

an, think, of other mays, of finding the product: or

these r.t .cia numbers?
=

-

363



each -o he

.20 43

Ofk Ohs

20 n

>.< TO

n

21. 9p x 8 Q n

10... 50 X 70 = n

.20 x 6o 14-(xx 93. = n



PROWCTS OF NUI RS GREATER. THAN

We :haVeleafried to=kind- the roduct. of- are o
e -triad' some eholoes 'irri.the- numbers we seleeted,

.;aivs of nu bens like these:

428

and .24

x 5 x (20 + 4) 24

(5 x 20) + (5 x 4) x

120= 100 + 20 $-/

= 120

(5 >c 4 5x20)

We can use the
,

way for all of these-examples. We

Uae different wasm-to find the product of numbers like these.

65



, . . ...
. We. earned t-r.$ find prodUcts of numbera. when one of the

I ttr
umbeiswas a mu1 e of 10. What numbers lsa.th

.

ind th rod.udt fo. each of these. 'pair

10 and 1

451 17

x. 20 x 10

lay can wed. ange order?

900, 7c and 6 740.- Did you get 4
411

Now we wild learn hod to find the product

numbers gveater thtin9 We wil till ma
will' be numbers -Tess than 100.



Ann was cutting a jarge cake.

le cut 12.1Orig:pieces Ow

,She cut each'lcing piece i.nto 15 pieces

How many pledes'-of Cakerdid she have?

this mathematical entence a-Correct one for thi3 protde

12'- 15 m, n Why?

des this p_cture gi : idea off? the cake? Explain.

15
1111 111 111111111111

111111 1111 1111
11IM 11 1111011 111151 1111

111111111111 IIN
1111 311M1111111 MI
11111111111111.111 M
111 11 1111. 111111111111

us s-depdrate thiO array Vito smaller arrays.
A*.

Wh product expression does each array suggest to you?

Find.the array each of th4se deSaribes.,

15

11111111111 1111
1111111 111 1111111111 ISMI 11111
11 1.eFI
1110 1MIS11
11111111 1111111111111111 M

amommounummamm
14111 11

Oa
367

10 x-15 .156'

2 x 1 F 0

12 x 15 = 180



_el are, tithe

one.

can separate he array. Look at
d.--, I 5-

12 1 5 = L 2
I

12 X.10

mElle

This. vertical form helps us to find the product-.

15

x 12

120 (12 x 10)

6o (1.2 x5)

10 (12 Tx 15)

Let us see still another way of separating the array. Now,

we can write the product in vertical._ form in this way.

,10 (2x5)
20 (2 X 10)

50 (10 .* 5)

loo (io x lo
18o (12: x is)

I0

I 0

he way that you like best tofind the products in the
exercises in-Exercise Set 11. (The more we can

the` less we need to write.

Q remember,





Optional)

Sometimes properties of multiplication can .be'llsed tO make

short tilts in multiplicati6n._ -See lf you can explain these

short buts:-

-1 t,20

x 78 zhbrt . cut: rewrite. orrethink as

1 3_
. -

X 29 1310Ift
4- cut.: trite or think -as

101

short cut.: use short cut, er. t:

957

Try to find- a shirt n these oxerciOes.

do them in the .umial way.

19: :203



USING MULTIPLICATION IN- PROBLEM SOLVINT

You have solved problems before

you remember how you -solve4 pyoblems,
, .

us- use problem o: help= us remember.
_. r

Problem: A he 'ircus,. the children, of Madison S
sat in a- of rows Eighteen children t
Seated in each roil, How many children from Madison

hot l -' section?

_ema

be:, .27()

"et:

nderstan

totaerria 'you

easti9n that s to arks

hC-4 matibp given in the
loal entence t a

On

L-n kOr not }Hoorn'.

anew _problem AuestilQn.
.

371



Exercise.. Set 12

The children -ofMadison School went-to the:circus in 6 -

buses. Forty-five children rode in each bus. How many

children rOde in?the 6t buses?

There were 424 boys and_girls'enrolIed in MadiSon School,

If 270 children went to the-circus and the Other children

-went to the zoo, how many children-wenttot-the-zoo?

One day at the zoo there were 154 children froth 4adison
. .

Sch001 and 16 children from Adams- School. How

children visited the zoo hat day from the two schools?

-Al crossword-puzzle 'had' 15 quares-acrds_ and-12-- a

down. How many squares were there in the 'puzzle

There were 360 dots in one part of an array and 24 dots

in the, ther part. -How many do,ts were there in the whole

array?-

The pcorof a football game is 5' o 17. How many pain

does'one team needto tie the score?

mrs. Smith buys 14 gallbns of milk each month. How

gallons does she buy in a year?

Fift n'gallons of cream were bought for the

party.. If,pte gallon served 26 children, howpapy

children didthe.15 gallons serve ?..

een.



There" were _. -tables In the cafeteria. If 16 children

.80 at each table, how many children could be served at one

.10. 36 texas ofCrayons were ordered for a class. Each box

contained 24 crayons. How crayons, were there

In the parking, lot at the ball-park there were 24

Alith:spacea.cor. 5 cars in each row. How many. care

.he parked in this lot?

°Pk 191 seconds the children in Lowell SchoOl to

the building during'd fire drill in "March. In April

ime was 86 seconds. How much longer did it take the

Children. to leave the building in March?

ood'made 27 jars of jam. If each jar field 16.

how many ounces did she make?

14.. There are 53 boys and girls - in the morning kindergarten

Blass and 48 in the.afternoon class. How many children

.

are in the two classes?

Each, of -the_ 32 children in Miss Farkas class made 18

name tags for'open house., . How many name tags did they
r

e?



'FIND l IJNICNO4IN FACTORS

Try 'find the unknown factors in these sentences. Use

multiplication facts, to help YOu.
; . 4

2 x n 12

,

2 x n 1200

x 1 =-3000

at multiplication fact did you use for each?-:

In what way did-finding the unicnown

to find the facto in B?

How can each the sen-enoe in A
0

-using the division -01?:

actors in help you



Many problems are soiled by dividing one number by another.

Here is an example.

Paul has 52 ,stamps. He. put 4 stamps in one row in

h book. -How many rows

in'his 'book?

ill he-

.
We want td-_nnd the number of

-----There=are_3 _4_____stamps,in__each' row.

need if he puts all .52_ stamps=

e are 52 stamps In all

.."is the .mathematical sentence for this problem

'where n rep_ resentt tiv number of rows?

of an array

pa in his book might
be arranged as in the picture at
the right:. =way the array is

separated shows that
52, 20 + 20 +

We mite:
÷ ÷ 20 + 12) + 4

= (20 + (20' +.4) (12 + 4)

4

5 + 5-+

There are 1 rows of stamps.



The stamps in his; book might

also be arranged'as-An_this

'picture at the right.

The way the array is Separated:

,shows-that 52 . 40 +12.

We Write

4o 12

(4o 4) +(12 4- 4)

=10+

= 13.

The number 52; can be 'renamed so that. each addend is, a

multiple of 4. These numbers are multipledor 4:

8, 16, 20,

Can you name, some oche

Tr7 some `other ways ren 52.



II MIS
II II
MU 1 1
EE 111111 I



Rena each- pr :duct using mIlltiplerai the known'

addends.

. Example

= 11.

1 112 + B = t

Vt., -217 ÷ 7 =

15. 333

17. 539 = k

18. 420 =

19. .770



z ,.
Mathematic- -ntenc °{ elp you olVelthcaPollowing.

..
solvp --them. -Write an nai r sentgAce,,for,--ach,,problem.

- -1

show; 1K) Planes flew in formeAgin.

' -How 'many planes were in each 'tow? -6

ere_ 'were

6 "` ciildrezX was-='diVided `equally'r-intd

-committees' to plan a party. ititow many children were on each
_

e grocbr put `Go carrots n bunches of 5. ow many

b

How'many-days are .there in 7 weeks?

'5. Bob received an allowance off= 50. Jim's allowance was

in75je. How much more money does Jim receive than_ Bob?

. 50 is how Any twines as much money as 5i?

.10
The 80' men n the marching band were divided into k.U`

rows. .How roan men we're in each row?
.rv

-jet-pl-ant carrred . 127 passengers in one secti- and 102--

passengers in arifther section How many paseeng s were

-..aboard.the-.jet?



--A tr. .yt #r.%

w.-

- , aVe ed en e the product_s_ -divide =
, 0 -p

0 'rind' a 1cnown eaqt011* ' e

45

180 9)

9

9)
-20 5

-HOre-is-anOther way-to show division-

16themlitica1 . Sentence:

n 7- 2

5

0-

20 x 9

f45

15

,
0

5 x 9)
25

YOU may use either rovm shOwn above.

NQW, we know: -7-

2_



own number in each
.



_here are several Ways .terenwn produc
,

Here are -some ways that ydiu may _have used t

be imes 6 is x. 6i ihg

se forms.

84

::60 .

#-24'

. In which One has 444 been

'in which one has 444 been renamed as (3-60 + 60 24)

renamed_Las C.442,0 24

.........---....,....---,,,,____ .__ _
, .

...
_____-_.

n
-

_ .

renamed as (300 + 12(1 ÷

_ _





31LEM SOLla

reds 'an _o

ii, th the_ same. number of

'd, the :number of trees in each rot

chard:

Ye), , .

nformatn in'-the"prob1emis:

.There -are' 108 'trees.
tsThere4re '9 rows: - i . .

Each -Sw:.bas,. -tiie:__ same number. of trees. .

e, question 'we. want to anewei, is',:: se
- -, " : 11 !

How.`Many trees- are thOre in eaao :1160?-, %,,e..

.i,.-
4, .,. /is .- .

11'

, ....S.

: ;form'. a Inathematical: sentence.wto Ah- w--how .t
.

1
1.0 . .. . V 5'

i ir if or riip,t1.oir --in:the'prob,lem are, .
related., . let rn,..i. enreprest the

-; _,,, e..

=

,gees in each roil,', .4p.t

.
=

9 x 108, or n

_e. Mat _sties]: entdnce; 168 h

d:- n -'1s the upitnbirrl'f/ctor..,

Your answer sho

x_ 12 = 108,

,write an answer- sentence

treestrees in teach row.

In this -problem about the'_ trees, .there ar

.-set... The
.

set of. 3:08 treed is divided
.,....-.., , .,

2t4,41

i,, the-rsame nimber in each- krou You: fottid e-.--nvieep-or-
- - -k.

inT' each .of the 9 -sets, This number was 12'. f.,

= division -_te -find the number of trees in each set. _-.

14



els

e

oaled, 2rish setterii, and

is that in eaoll'breed _there is the
y ,do

e 'problem 'is:

each bre are, e s ow

2 doge '1-1= the show -.

er.e 'are 6 =breeds of dogs in the shoal . "

Eaeh' i;r6e-ei has 6 number_ of dogs.
,

he!questiOn we want to answer id:

How many:do:go are :there 'of: each breed?
=

us. fOrm. mathematical s6Atence.. Let n _represent the
-

of each breed of' dog._, '6 x n = 822, or n = 8224. 6.
, =

erratical. sentence 22 the product, 6_ _ is__the,

--ownfab-te-f,

dividing 822 by _6. We _show the divis 6irin either one of _these

7
3a

la°
6 7E

600
222
180

42
42

6 22
boo aoo
222
18a

42
42

a a37

The_ entence There are____357 dogs of each- breed

'in the :show.

In this problem about dogs, there are 822 dogs in the set.
were are 6 sets with the same number in each. group. We found

the number of dogs' in each by- dividing -822 by 6.



hetiatical sentences-to help, you so e
"41.-

the,,.
---z's7,--4-.

,r
ngrrpr_ob erna 8o1v:e' thenii, Writ& lirer segKeilbe', -

....1 ..,__
e ch',prO19114m. , , ,;3-..-.-

arriving a 510 mile tri
5, daya to travel, about ho
eich:74ar;

siiy-miles

If ;phsy

they

Seven ,jets 1 ft-the airport one day. Each had,',1

pas=seriger board.. How maxi Veople left the airport by
A la al a a. a , ra

In CubScouts, John -made a collection of 144 small shells
He pu,t the same number in each of 6 boxes. How many did

ta

he put in each box?

an collected 126 leaves 'for a project in school. She
__z rvtaat - ry

mounted them.. on 9 large post ra. HOU many leaves did

she mounten each poster?

There are 189 Boy Scouts in 9. troo
has the same number ofkmembefs,i how

8: If each troop
boy* are in each

6. Peggy's mother, baked 186 cookies for bionic.

the same-. number in 'each of three Axes.

each---boxri,



d; to makeltickets for the pupPet,show-

ketd:OnAlueSdaY; 125,on WedneddaY, an

How-many tickets did _the boys =make

.

e res taurein 2 'dining rooms. One held 220

he other' had' room for 175 people; How Many more pe

coul.d.L,eat, n one diningroom than in,_the other ?

--e Ifu'7 visitors- are taken through a state capitol building
ill:, one 'group, how ,many visitors are taken trhro0

groups?

101 IT 7cmcase-olcanned-soup7we
cases weigh?

11. A cOmMAttee of 7 pupils
working,one- class=-projee

the swab 'number_ of rocks,

find?

collected' 1155 rocks while,

If each pupil acted .

how many rocks did each pupil

12. There are

collected
n our Cith Scout den. The boys"

y ,during th*r yearly toy drive.
If each_boy, collected the same number.,of toys, how

fnany c)ys did-each boy collect?



fpurth,:grade-:-class. had _1120 inches or strl.nt, They

-0 cut it rinto> pieces,: each 8 inches -long. Jiow Many:

_ ea es,Wil 1 ye?.

- or

iikrk :this problem in several waYt

7217

1320

520

48b

4Q

215

5

10

100

100

-
*

n-X =E 1720`

ere are three hays.

215

10

200

(.9) the shortest one o ways?_

There are 215 Pieces a string.

4-
8 z-,



_ - , ko_--

_

r r----.--1,





,r, . ,

, ,, .

e thiretc4tentences to e p you'solVe the following'
= - .

e V taletil.' -Write aLan sentence for each problem,'

dou s axle there, iri 1

the school ernival the mother's put 600 . pieces- of
.

,---. mhOMemade-candy,into gbags. --They put- 5 -pieoea-fo candy .in----*-----

,'r
each lidg77,:, How' many bags. did they pack?

.

=

T.---7 rd ice crew bars were bought by the pad' a Club tOreat

the children, of , Baker' School
- ,

,o =,

pry were 669 children

--preeent-Ithat- day. How -many- ex re4ert-we re -there ?' -j-' s--_

,-

--4A---moitdrcycle, traveled- 234 smiles on

4

VOW rar did it travel on one 'gkion?
-

-------

A market put 1744 onions into:bunches of

6 gallons

each, HOW many bunches were there?

B onion

As.grgeer ordered bottles . sot drinks. The Were

.defivered in, partoni that held eix _bottles. -each.. --HoW

manycirtons '14ere delivered?



0 OT UMAtilDERS,,

use the divisicirprocess olve .problems like' his

- e

6-1-peopleatethe--ezthil3X-t4L--- There-Lare tot_L.b

'tarp ; = ,people should .go in each: tour to have about

(76 x 4)

Each 0°4- should- have 76 people._ There. are peop

oin-one OT two or thd -groups.

In a mathematical sentence "like

306 a





f-61-4Ow-
. ,. . .., ----1,-.1,,r e olie,,_. i e 'answer-_sentenceq,fo eahP,prbb e-

1

, 0

4ei teamti, (Dr; a;',relay

organized?'; HOW-Many b 1'1 no

the sChool-Odstodian PUt Ob chair 'into
, i

chairs ech 7 how many rows Could he maker;_,
,

chairs n a aed?

#

ngfellow -.School-bought 29. new bodice= bails. _Each- of_

claserooths are to.Ahare the balls eitgally. AnY:ttlatfare 1eft2

will
,

, rbe kept fer next year How ,,many `will each: roo
_

"1361ka for- Three" is a dance one in. groups of

groups can be !fade ir a 43-4.as of 32 children?

children will nd dance?

How

v many

_

Mary_ is asking 30 .girls to, her party., How many blue`
I

must she have if she serves, atat a °table? Houtiany girls:

have tc_, on the sofa to ear..

;?7:1,.. reservations were made for luncheon. In tables

set _if 4 people were to be seated each

tabl



,I , ,,
I,_, - . '1\-- ,,

17are _4-taacher,,AssoCiAt o of hool'hed,, -1°! ?,r
Howas sear,,, arid, )290 ,'--tnember4 .this e nowL o_ e ,,,

-_,
,'

'Olidc!,111` 's needed ",to reaChi.last iyearl
,.---,- 1, 11,

i 4 .4_ -,. i
,,, _I i

, , 1
1

}7iril -._ii. s ooltI'library there were it
1. , ci.dr-,'.,,

were ,, . ,books -ill 'eabhi set. How many- boOki_ \Were-.
1

ein'_;',
I . __

1! , 0.

. i ---, .:-
_ I

i , 1

I

,.

II--, ' planted!
.

.-._,,

;;-12 rows of tomatoes . Th er e
I'.

-g1 e, p t

,91qha91 o y_,.plants _did_ Bl net LOr71

ch9.lfiren of 1e -40tRol -areiraisitigiMeneY

television set- which;-costs .10 ©. i They -have collected

$X79-. How muck_more--money dp they need?



ea
,

'

t kts

, 3- scat4ts-- who attended the Jamboree -slept-, in_ients .wh_
had 'ii;eds'. How Malt& ten would 577 se _

- :1

6 o dancers attended the Folk D,Triee_Feaiiv.







In the chart below_W-Atea.mathellatical sentence then

sove -

..=-Nimber-Pair Op e rd4ton Sentence 116sult-
.

addition R5 1400
f

multiplication

dl 845, adaitioni'4

multiplication

-3442 2461 -,subtraetion

2



6 + 12,=, 400 4: 50 4-
7-2.--=1,00-4--50 4-

"300-+.044-

39.; 3
216

lye the fplliiwing:
85 -x n

4.

b) n 5 405;

9 x 847 .
352 900a-

w 27 4- 5 ..n

126 4- :3 n

g) 600 p x.568

h) '889% n

726 + 8 =

9000 3.32 = n

VII. Solve:

--a

2159

73937 8 =-.ny:

.b) 6

.9

422

0, it -8977+-:7

,.

:542 - 498 n'

9

.1) .11 5030' ?.:



Here 18 an'irnaginary operation called "cut ". The symbol for

cut_ is A 2, Try to find the meaning of A

= 4), 8 A jfr 10 A 5 1

20- A L. 4b) 9 tk:3., 2

What -n in each-

from
. -

thege examples,
.

2

g) 35 itc7` n
_

Another-imaginary operation is called 1- lerII.. -The symbol' for

ry to field the meaning o

'10 2 '==

d) 8 f 7

6 12

What is n 3 in each
g)

---

25

of ,`the following?

1) 152 f 15 = n

these examples.

e) 5 f =

I = 5

-k) 13 f 6 -= n

h) 17 f 5 s n

401



-= then n 3

nf+',12:_=_---17- then --n 17

n x 15 . 45 , then n -1

50 - n , then n 0

28 4-..n = 32- ; then

If nx 33 132 , then n 33

f , _ 7 =r 4 then ri 4

If 1407 + n_= 2989 , then n 1407

if 143_. (2 x 71) + n, then rn 2

4 If 6357 653 then n 6357- _
Write a mathemat cal entence to

%

do" the fdllo ing.

Example: . 7 2) -
:

1 + IV -, zi )- 64 ÷ 8 . n

2 x 5.-

4 3 x 3 =

.423 +,1 2 = 427 7 --
N

- 13 = 3592 '- 1782

3. For each ultipl catioh feet write two cliVision facts ---:For each
. -

ample: 2 x 6 12, i2 ÷ 6 .,- 2. , 12. ÷ 2 --. 6

a) 6 x . , 8 x 6- . 48

b 7 k...8'.--7 56 g) 7. -x 4 . 28
. ,45

x 8= 0.' x 32
. .

6 x 9 -. 54 ) x 7 -. 63.



bex-rs -Operation - ,ResUlt. eration . -

.

. Addition , - Subtraction

72 ,
576

9, 8 t actioA

4, 2 9 . Addition

e) 9, i7' :37a
-----,---- -
Division ,

12 Addition
-,

lUbtraction,

_45, 5- '225

h) 90, 9.- 81 -

--.
mul iplleation

hite, -green, purple

E__= (green, pur le)

What. operation soul} you uset6j,ind.,the number of

members in Set 'B? Name the- members of

A U G

A n G 5 , 71)

G (5 , 6

Could you use eUbtradt

Set A? Name the

2' 4 6 8)

0 1 , 5, 7

nd` the. number of members

of Set A.

zc

9)
Name the members of the Set_ Q U O.

-What-op eration7eouId-you-Use-to-flnd he-number of



1Jatiter;

ow Many r, ver ces has, eae p'1.ygon in PraViem8
\

o
...

Find the number -that n refire -nEb.,in each of thee

Msample_ a is done you",

a) 53 + 2 + n 89, '3 + 22

b) 2.4 + 30 + n 79

+ n + 25 87

+'596 ±

n. 1021

n 17-4



Coluinn

Idea_

1) Point .

2)

6) Simple dloeed ,durve

7) polygon

8) Circle

9) Plane region

Colurrai II

4 Model.

1,4Y path when I walk all the

wayaround the bloack and-

return to my starting point

A stretched piece of -string

The rim of a drinking glass

A -Tootball field

,Thatip of :a compass

The edges of a piece of

floor tile

g) The surface of a calm lake

whose shores .cannot be seen

h) The light from a distant star

A straight narrow road with

no ends in sight

Write. a mathematical sentence (or two sentences if ne=cesear

for each problem and solve. Write an answer sentenc4e.

The Polk Street bus makes three round trips every,hour.

many. minutes should one round trip take?

'2... The school cafeteria charges 25 cents for lunch. How much

money will a student need for lunches all week?

How



A dairy cow require s three acres of grazing land. How mig111
.

..needed: -tor- 17.5--dalrY...COWs

MuCkmilk will the baby drink in one week?

Thy bla n Room 15 nvited their parents to a pupppt

Thete-were-only-.Tortyfive -chairs-in-the-room -and 72

parents came HoW many parents had to stand?

_oup t:telivers 364 hand bills, another troop has
v

o deliver. How many hand 41118 do both troops

bup Activities

iplication Olm

thild leader or quiz master Land in front

: and says, "I thinking two factors whose 'pro

Then he calls On nass meilbers -

--Child- in class group called on asks, "Are .You thinking

The leader replies yes or no as the case may be. A record

is kept on the board of all combinations of numbers correctly.

given for review later.

the leader passes a wrong combination he must .sit down

and' a -new leader- is chosen. -

406
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'part A

Tf_ ng ;the ''symbo

true 'senten es..

= complete

319 x 3

73 xs 8

7k 2

914 -326 22 x 25

34 x 19 799

g)

ell whether each'

b) -12 / 2_+.

+..71<, 35A

16_ + 12. + 9.. 52

4 i 49 k 6

3148 232 k 14

12x 9) +4

?5 x 25 30 x 20

(40+4)x

the followings true or ,falSe.

g)
n)

1)

j)

(18 2) x 2

7 x 6< 156-- 112
x.1

>:'.2 x 11: x1

x' 5 x 2' + 30

.operation i used and find

s. r = 42, , division r. 6

)r----23 46

f) 24 x r,= 120

g) 56 r= 8
h) r 42 -.16.

Ili



--racamp um- A V

COmplete these to make, them

set of words: division,

addends, Subtraction, faciar

We operate an two factor

e sentences, using Words

operation multiplication,.
,

addition, product.

and get,a

'the operation of undoes subtraction.

We operate on to and get a Sum.

d)- The .Operation of subtraction undoes .

To find an Unknown/addend we use

.We use division to find an unknown

"operation oe produces a sum.

h) An on numbers is a way of thinking abo

two numbers And getting one and only one'number.

Avroduct is the result of the operation of

408



a

1000 x

ite each of the usIn ythbois .

. .

Example: The number , 8 . nCreased b. y

The sum of y and 6

The number y adda41

The number y. increased by

Six more than, the number y

Find the number represented by each

Write aeh addition
'

what number n

the above 1

=

ntence-as a subtra'

rePresent-

40 n 68

36 n 39

n

4- 69 . 5
452' +.i =1.9'

:384 r1- 731

465 n 534



Coltunn

the union or ample cicted

,:curve and it interior

tersection

quadrilateral

-circle

triangular

ray
-.1-

thatudy of -ce-and lotion

the set of-points that is the:

trianglO telhtii. 4-or

he short way to name, a line

thevolygon that is'the=union

bflthreeliile segments

.the colmonendpoint of two -r

that are not on the Seine line

Write a mathematical sentence or two sentences if.necessary

each problem and Solve. Write an answer sentence.

Coach langpsld 85 cents each for school softballs, Ho

much,d6eah*e pay for two dozen softballs?

How many ice creel

cup coats

n be bought for-

eats?

410



V./ V.L'eVL1 Ul

Lslndel '.pine. cp. ectitin,

2.?5 for .4tiother and

otal' cost of the'.modela2

1. k for anotherc. WY at.

Mark had saved $3.29 and bo rowed.

fatiier. How much-aid he librro

yards, in 5 minl4t-ps.

b4kery cOokies - 30 cents a.dozen,

s a dozen, chocolate cakes 0 cents--
4'

it cpbt fOr two dozen, okies and-a.

in the problem above, find the cost of twp. dozencoo

two dozen donuts and a cake.

Project

1(6.4 some operations and their symbols.-NIT least

prdblems with each of your make-beIleve.bperation_ . Then

put some examples on the board to see- if your cla6s can

discover their meanings.

ArZthmetic-ii only one kind of mathematics.., There are at

79 Ether kinds. ,Name five or more other kinds
,

.mathematics. Make a chart r your classroom of ;the kin

.you can%find.

41i



Ahe ha w, tell , w h i c 0 -property Fys illustrate& by

the number = sentace at the eft Write the first

daoh word that nameB the rty ,,instead

words. For exAmpl:e write A 4'g-A for ASSo

Number'-Sentence Property

287 280 - 7 7 7)

d ) 381 + (546 + 9) 546)± 9

25O 5 - 200 ÷ 5) (50

37`+ 504 - 37 + 504

46 x (40 x 6 )+ (6 x

23 x 7) x-1 .x (7 x

Fill iri the. sythbol

all9wit_tru_rtn ,,

Example: 324 415 748

a) 46. + 18 64

b) 303 235 538

456 -121.

538 r

f) ,534 - 273- 271

g) ,56 + + 53

h) 941. '327 624

148'

1) et97 + 638 1535

1962' - 1549 313



4.0

b 14

a
-

x

2 x

;

h 135-4- 3d

x 232

). 123. x

Write each of theile- sentences using numeral and the symbols

N

for "less than" -and' "greater than" .
.

Thtee less than fiVe
Fif ty -ei ht.. is greater than thirty
Eighte n is less than nineteen

d) Your_hun red five iskgreater than five

Three' t nst are greater tilar twenty
e, tottsand twelve is less than two, thoUsand

-.Seventy-Is1-1-greater -than si,xty-tw

*hurkcir0 , ten is less than ten hundred
o_.. .

i) Three hundred .thousand is greater than three thousand

Forty-six-is greater than twenty-six.

413



ample t x--364- -_ =130-.40-

-60 -X 117,=, 9;360. so 606-_

5.x7766 = 3,830 , so 56 x 76

su-=x3t,

x 36 = 324 , so 900 x 36 41.

0 x 592. 17,760 14-O 300 X

8 x 125 .1,000 , 800 x 125

3. x_987 , 30 x 987

12 x 91 a 1,092 so 12g X- 91

6. .

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 211 25 26 27
.

USirii the number line above find how many whole numbers are

.between these numbers.

) .13 and 17

'b) 12 and 13.

c) 19 and 11

d) and 25

27 and

211 and

15 and

12 and 26

and complete these, sentences.

a) A ray-has endpoint ( B )

b) A triangle 15 the union of

A line has endpoint

Space-is the 'pet point(

A line segment has endpOirit

A radius is a line segment with

:on the circle;

adrilateral is the union of

line'Vegment(s).

endpoint

line segment (s)



Column II

circle

quadrilateral'

Part

Write mathematical sentence (or two sentences if necessary)

or,each problem and solve. Write:an answer sentence.

._1

The Clark family traveled 387 miles in

-
miles did they average each. hour?.

9 hours How many,

_

During-PubAc Schools Week, 1,162 people visited Tifta- Grove

-School, J.4219r vislted,SleePT;Hol4Pw-SC400-1,---and-1-:094A ---

Visited-sfaand Valley School. How'many'peoPle visited t

:three schools?

Dean and Gail haVe Beath') collections. Dean has 364

'Heneeds '37 more to have awmany_stampsas Gail.
- _

amps does Gail have?



o-p .ure

a vAragaa arkLhourbetvie n. Ai eles

and S t Louis The trip takes four hours How many air

is: t between tale two cities?

h more do I pay for two shirt

drone shirt that ,costs

The price of potatoes *is 5 po for _

cost of twenty pounds of potatoes?

The objedts of the game are speed and aCcuraci in addition.

This is a racing game. Each child draws intersecting 'line

segment shown. The suAris announced

The children put single digit addends in

each row gives the sum.

Example: Sum is 13.

Individual Project

e only polygons to make an interesting drawing. See how.

:polygon's your classmates can identify.



COGNITIO1 OF. _convioN -GEONETRIC-FinuyiE

. REVIEW OF TRI

Thin ng Togeth

What name' is given-to A on.

9 _ :

The .three line serie

hich Is the.-

are celled the .sides

of the t'rian'gle

What the common- endpoint of any two sides

a triangle called?

What. -are the endpoints

a triangle -called?

the line segments o

W110 i . polygon which_ is_ the union
_--

segmer:it -called?

our line



I

redalr that qtlad suggests four.

foUr.annes are ,formed. They are DAB, LAhC,

LOA, There are some points of these angles

the figure.

hat are not points of the quadrilateral because angles are
. .

made up of -ray,

111he'veftex of one of the angles is called an vertex of, the

The vertices of these four angles are called the. ver _e-

__ .

o_ the quadrilater;a1.

418



Trace these points on a

heet of-paper and label them

01 eshaet paper on which you deer; the figure for

exercise lwrite answers -.to- -the font:Ming questions

Do these segments form a quadrilateral?

Name the'sides of thisAtedrilateral-.

Name a vertex bf the quadrilateral'.

. .

Natre the verticeS of.:this_quadrilateral._
. ,

Color the interior the quadrilateral:

_Go back to a excise 1. Trace the 4 points again on-a

sheet of paper and label them as shown',

, aw EG, FH, and

Igo theft-segments fort a quadrilateral? Why?

- - -



°are marked 'below. Trace these points on

,sheet' -o ikpaPeli:li-dlittiel7them as n.

JL and la

On the Sheet of,paper on which you drew the figure for- _

lexorcise 14, write laiistlers to the following questions:
-'Is- your--figure a union-of --four,-line-se6nents'I-----

DC and. kr; lie on the same `line?

e) Is your figure a quadrklateral? Why or why pot?

,A
_ _ is your figure a polygon?

e) 1./hat,is a name for your figure?

Mark three points (hot all on the same line) on your

--paper.- -Label them P, Q, and R. Draw .1,1 -7, and_

RP.
r

Is your figure a polygon?

Is-your figure the-union of three line segments?

4

ti

e for_your figure?



ngTogether

kSthefrline Segment represented-bythe-

han the line segment represented by

he 4-Oor.=' Bill thinks 'different=ly. They have

,ding. Heiiq can they _find out which

-,19ngepT

ngOece-e

can his-long-piece-of-string-And±lhold

corner of your desk. Then wecan extend the string'

ho edge to tie other -orner. 'het us hold this string

so that it represents the edge of the-desk."

!'Henry,- you hold yOur end of the string at one corner of-

,the bottoms edge of the door.' I_place therstring along the_edge

;:.41.e.ading..,,to-the-otbe-r-ctorner-.= Suppose-the-string-does-41ot-reach

his-other 'corner. Then the segment represented by the bottom

edge ef the door is longer than that represented by the edge
_ .

of your' desk. .If the String O0 beyend the Other

_the edge of the:.door. is shorter than the edge of the desk .

the string matches exactly the bottom edge of the door from

corner Co corner :they' line segments.rePresented are-ongt.ten't.

Bill says the line,gegment represented by the.edge,Which

ins from the hat= of the door is longer than

he line segment connecting-the corner of his .desk to the

acher ,desk.- Hor, Can-Bill decide which is longer?

You can always compare line segments.whickars!represepted

y.objects if you, have a.plece of string that is long enough.

Anibther way.. to compare line segments_ip.t.o_us_e_e_compasa. 6.



to

rdo

omPass arid, you wished to 'decide which
=

g_ e sekiffehtS below -is the- lbrigerl; hive wouli

Follow-the- directions _aid you will learn how a compass :may__

e'.used to': compare the line segm9nts represented above. On-,

ate tsheet s of -paper trace _the- above figure.,;:,

part of Cfr: Extend Cam,

the edge of 'of

papers.

Set the metal tip of the

ompaif -A --and --the ----

tip of the compass- on B.

tithout changing the 'setting

of your compass, place the rnets,1-Itip at C as if you

- were-going to daw the circle with center at C.

Dr'aw just enough of the circle to intersect CD

tabel the intersection Z. if between ,C -and

D, then n .is shorter than "d13. If between

-
and- 'Ty thon is longer thah _the: point,

eraection is ID, then . is dongruent to

and CD dare congruent Segments



n with-aTpiece off'' stringy .

Ai'ete

!112,7V17.

e the lirie segment.

,the:next shortest.

_Name:the longest.

B

Look at AS and 'CD .below. Which appears to be,

longer? Use your compass to-compare WS and a.

Which is longer?



and

nger?

hows ,us . that sopletim4a-iwp-inust-,u

ompare segments. We-cannOt trust our eyes,

line,segmentsrepresented:below=are congruent.

Show that they are dongruentloy using- your
,

compass.
.k

place a sheet of thin `parier -civil and;

trace it.

Move the tracing So.that the dot marked A

covers point C. Carr -you make the dot marked-.

33 .coyer D? The tracing of TR' matchee the

drawing of CD' eftactly,endpoint iiDr-6ndirOint.

Of -course, we have not actually moved.

We have moved a drawing of it.

-

9) ii-26ineone asked you t©tompare-iegments7-which7

hod would you use?



-TR IMGl

s Ong, her
,

.

Wo sides congFuent, to

eke trian

ee, _si_ es , engruent to each other-_

e a 41'1 erar-iriangiel'.,,

Figure 1 . Figure 2

there.any.isosceles triangles suggested.by

the edges of the models in your classroom?

--Are-there-any equilateral triangl

the edges,of- he-sate models?

-.suggested by

Name some-things on which you-see is °eke'

triangles represented.

-11am-some -things on which yoU see'eqUilater

@triangles repreiented.

L25



_aw an isosopi triangle upipg only

compass, pencil, and a, straightedge`.

--This,picture may help yoU follow.the

Setions:of.your teacher.

hri

Is AZ- congruent to Alf?



Is WE congruent tci bG `-and to

aw-an-isoscelestriangle-which.i not.also,

an equileteral triangle. Make one of its

sides_ congruent to

./44s44444444,43,41414,444.

4. Draw an equilateral triangle. Make each of is

sides congruen Ye of ex is° 3.



ng: Together

ei leairned tha angle is the union of ,two -rays

are, no ine. Tie two rays muat-liave,a

rig
,

paPpLifie are going to `represent

eat_4of.papen.- -is-no tl-nedesuary,., hava',.th_e_-,,--,
-

_edges even.' The crease repre=s-ents a line -segment. Nom fold

e, pap BOIthattlib- bilge's Of-the fi or-bade' rifle

..exactly. --The-l.ntersectl.on of the two crease is the vertex of -
-4,-

L

`Sho- -thdqe raye. The- angle that is represented is calibea
ght" angle. ,

Right Angle

B
A

4

es: hid page itself- _suggest a msdel of a right angle?_ , _



angle model toTdraw a right angle

g43thOeiniWW-on-f-itsreys: Let- the r4.,represented;

belqW,b&Lthe-ohosen-ray. Draw a -ray like this on:a-sheet of

. 1. Label, the endpoint,of_the ray as pka,

Place the'folded paper model of the right,

angle so aat the vertex is at A and

.one of= the creases lies along the ray.

c) Trace along the 'other crease from the vertex.

-There are two 1:?OsSible right angles- which can be -

_represented on the paper if the instructions above

are followed. ErraW both.o these..

We shall -use our' model 'to compare, angles with- a right angle.

Suppose we wish to Compare LAC, represented with

a right angle.. on another sheet of paper copy LBAC.'.Then d;p0

the _t angle BAD with :AB as one of its rays . 451,aw_; ittTso

-hit D -16- on the same side of AB as. C. I Notice that AC

falld between AB and AD. shall say, therefore, that

C --is smaller -than

angle;

_CI is smaller than -a right,

ire .1



: iot the -,picture of the eviou
_ ,_

,idture' below. Here' . AD

,.AB. ,_ So, w ay that



F

n this pretu0-liiVein

,

--

each.angle carefully.

-.:mine "those- amiss whi

Without us n right

seem ter
,

-ithoutyping A ,righ:t_

angles areLwresented. Look ,a

Without .uging A right angle to

c h you -think -a're glit angles
t

angle model

a 'right

1,

name, those an _e- which

angle mode
i S

those ;4ngles whi,c 4

seem to be smaller right. g

Now check the

e to see i
_

re's , with a' Tolde er model cf_A rlgh

yourkanswdrs are cd eat,



o -a
,

ay, be Compared a right' angle i
epresented by a draWing.--_SuPPose-iini'

can angle. How would you compaare triiS angle
G

angle?:,' Rind some- object in _your classroom
_

sugges; ,an,_angle .and compare it th your ,,m6del

--aver atigtedt -right-angle

Name, a.time when they -u

Wight -angle
_

Name a- _le' when they sug

b.- anle
S

an angle less* .than a .

5

t an angle greater tha

9 Sue wants tip-It:how if the angle the hands of the clock

suggest 6 the time is 12:4o is larger --Or smaller
,

than a right ngl pie. She has a tracing of a right angle
..on thin paper. How might she use this tracing to decide

_-r-

whether .oir not the' angle i urger
right angle?

or smaller than a

other objects 'suggest right gle
=



RECTANGLES ARES

king'' Together

each-ofthe'rour angles-Of a-quadrilateral-is a ight,-

vie'saY that the is-a rectan
. . . .

Can:you=find-edges Or your book whiCh representrt 1 Check'with your right angle madele

the edges of this sheet of paper represent a
'N

entangle? Check with your right angle model

Can You find any models in your-classroom which

represent. a rectangle? Check with your right angle--

Name some objects at your home gent

rectangles.

How could -you draw a rectangle using your right

angle model?

433



ercis'etSe

.

the quadrilateral . 'represented..helOw. with vertipe

D a rectangle't" Use your model

a right angle.

is congruent

,XE congruent to

n7 c'ongruent to M?

BO congruent to UD?

Which of these statements is tzue

A rectangle has two pairs of congruent sides,

All four sides of every rectangle are congruent.

A rectangle has four right angles.

make a .cpPy* A of exercise 1. Man§ 775 as one

side, '.if you can draw another rectangle which looks

diff#re from rectangle AD of exercl.
..
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11.rpOtangle

call0d-a-equare'.,

Thinking Together

ides congruent to one another,

a-representation of a-square-. :Check
.

h angles with your right angle model and

the sides ,with your.compass.

Are all the sides congruent to each othe

Are all the angles right angles?

Name some obje

squares.

in your claselltoom which sugge

Name some objects in your- home which suggest6squares.

s every- are a - rec gle?

5. every' rectangle a square?

r sem rectangles also squares

BRAINTWISTER."

4

angle a comas

e using only the folded paper model of a right

and .a pencil.

435



-SURFACES

T nking Together

are .going to.look at 'some objects. The surfaces of

etie-obje represent-Sets-of-22112'a. in-Ea-S212..--:These-se-

have-names

-objectS,

hich you will-find below the pictures of the

The objects, are called models tecause they rePresent sots

points. Parts .of, the surface of some of these objects.remind

of parts of.plan s because they'ate. flat.

closer-,look at these flat parts shows:that one suggests

4'triengularregion .(a;triangle and its interior). Another'

flat part' of a model suggests the union of a quadrilateral and

tt.interior, Still others remind us of circular regions
.

circles and. their interior

all parts of the surfaces are flat. For examphs, the

sphere, the cylinder, and the cone have patts of surfaces which

are-' lot flit.
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ectanulr Prism

Thinking Together

Let us look closely At this model off` a.rectanuW-Priam.

LL

:Any:dne,of the flat parts of the- surface suggests-souadr4ateral

ple set of points on the flat part is called

a=
= The union.,of, he...faces is . called -a rectangular

:prism. ,' A rectangular prism consiSts of the entire

the model but 'not the inside of the model....

urface o

Trace with your _`finger the

ace. The edges represent

dge of a

he bides

Show= with your finger, the vertices
the- rectangle.

ark with your - pencil three points in
the interior of the rectangle.

How, many faces does the rectangular prism have?

The edges of the model represent line segments.

These itne segments are the intersection of two

different faces and are called edges of the

rectangular prism.



Tr!.ge an. edge with your finger..

ShOw' two faces those intersection is

this edge.

Count the:number of

rectangular prism. HoW many are there?

The corners of the model represent points. Eadh such'
-? y

point is called a vertex Of the priam it. is =:Also a-, vertex of

each of .the --three quadrilaterals Which come; together at the

corner, The plural of the word "vertex" is "vertice_" so= we

can speak'of one vertex, and Several vertices.

,Marki-a ;vertex of the rectangi

ybiar model wit; a pencil,

a prise

What three (lima 1.4terais have t-11113

.?.

point as a verte3cf4

`-HOwmany verti

prism have?

does the rectangular

Name 'some othe h represent a

'If a woodebr _hollow, would it still

. -

represent s recta p prAsm?



domplete, the following-sehte

separate sheet of papeil,



Triangular Prism



Triangular Prism

Thinking Together

The model we will study next represents a-trianghlar pri

.P4a in the rectangular-prism, The7flat,parte of the modelA:ll

-represent plane regions which ara'called facee.' The triangular
,..,

Notice that a- riangular, prism-1:prism-is,the union of the faced.

as- we e-haVe definedit, is !'hollOw

. Are. all the-faces of the'triangular prism

,'union of red _lax, regions?:
N_ . ,=2-0- __Indiaate '.9.__face_which does not represent a

rectangular relpon...1

at does this face represent We call a:face:

which represents a triangle and its interior

triangular face-or a triangular region.

HoW0MallYZtrianghlar fAces are there'?

.How many rectangular faces are there?

a

triangular- brism alsohas line segmehts which are the

:intersections of two faces and are called edges. The endpoints--r-

ef the edges are :called vertices of the prism, They are

represented by the corners of the model.

How many edges does a triangular prismilave?

-How many vertices does a triangular prism have?

Name some objects Which reprepent a triangular pr

.



your mode and write on a separate piece

per the cord that complete the following
S

triangular

A triangular prism has faces.
,

A rian ular prism has edges.

A triangular prism has vertices,





Thinkin0dgether

Look at the model of:' he. jD Y-r4mid pictured on page 446,

It is ,made up of' these of,a prism= These'
. .suggestparts;6fiplenerfi and as in the ease' of the priam, they

will:be calledces The p7Ira;id,-1 the Union of these faces .

(Notice that a,-pyramid?- as vie have defined it:., is "hd.liovit".)
. . .

Faces next to each otherrintersect in -a line segment which has.
endpoints called vertices:

., .

How many triangular faces doeis ,this-
'-'

pyramid have?

Are there- any fac
. -

are not triangular?. Trace

your; finger;
tiF

Hot. faces are -there on -this pyramid?-

on- this pyr amid-Which

many vertioes are:there on this pyramid?
ur f.inger on a,-vertex. which i

intersection of three faces.
Shaw at..vertex which is the inte

four fac-es

How many- edges doe&-thi

Trace with ..yoip-finger four

intersect at a vertex.,

d- ave?

edes- which

Name some objects which` .suggest a pyramid.-





14?Ika0*modelof the.cylindr'which you, have

Are, all. parts of the surface of he _

model flat?

laildt-d6-the-flAtParts 'represent?--

:Are thd circular regions the same" size;

efE._

Remove' the tOp bottom oT a.
4 fi

bOx which is the Model of a

cylinder. Make one straight

cut_as-shown in the pictUre.

pread out the part just cut

so- that it lies flat on
._ _ _ _

Whatgeom is figure is represented?

Does-this suggest t-how you:might consm_

a model` of a-cylinder?

-Put:

;Bothafeit,is_a Model-a_a_cylinder.-

14'

-'parts of the boi together/ again-

.

eta which represent cylifiders or'

'cylinders.

449



bit

are* e he -oat e.,a1 -bakes- or

4Our models o

0- cy__n..er rcu_a_ cyilnoe

yiindershave Circular regiOne'f6r'bases
,

do;-not have cirdular:regions for, ,bases

pieture of

der:.- Its bases

ular
4.

0 ---regionp.

- Take it,dan which-is a
A

Model. of -Noircular

cylinder,. T5kfout
. 0

both:bases. Press

it down like this:

Tank of,lpiSed that

yi

are oval regions

being put on the tah.

ow we have e model of a cylinder which not.a'

a pJlnder

rY to find e. _model f- -a cylinderWhich-is not

a circular cylinder.- Sometimes toothbrushes

come in this,kind pf container. Would.part.of

he-.-front or the back o a- -bicycle bean

k50





hea:cho:tographs%that the model of a cane

of 'a cylinder.

Ltri which, the model of the can e
az.

©gin thdt of the cylinder.-

at--- geometric figure does the flat part,

,suggest?

place_tha model of the cone so that the

flat part id, ox a sheetof paper and trace

around the edge_., What is represented?

Nhat is represented by the "tip of,a model of

Leone ? The- -point

called the'vertex of the cone.

.Suppose the model of a cone is

cut in half so that the cut

passes through the vertex and

divides the circular region,

into parts of equal%size

ill the-cut.edge represent? The cut. edge'

shamhTaathe-heavy-line-segments-in-thia-dftwin

hollow



Sphere



-Si 1

T,Or:,a-globe 'a model of a- sphere'.

:11 ball on the sidewalk when

eXtzadl--or_-10!*-01AtIC-01)44PW

ball with a light directly over it.

ossthe edge of the shadow look like?

6.:00iiii'llitortWcijiiees of
.*4 -

Y7

of the aphWr'e

_

!lace one of the 'the:Spharg,"ozra Tlat
, 5.

surface so-that the cut edgei's' nst'the flat

etio the edges of'each hal

_ese

. ,

ace. Trace around this edge.

What does the drawing represent?

Do you think that all the points of the half

sphere' are the same distance from the center of

the circle that is represented by the edge?

Does -.this suggest-than there is a point inside

the sPhere_that ht call the center?



'n o

eal0

fpirentpos ipt op&

© you 'thirtle ,the p

e

attached to the h,ail
goes "through point4'

on a sphere?

iglitiy
stretched
rope

!

7.', How would yol.CdeSsribe.',
r

.

Woicad, -the .de'ss lon".of VA, 'sphere a Pthe set
._.._ _ _... .._ - .

, . ... ... . ... ... ,

alit pointa-in 'are- the ;lame clifift race,
. ,...- .,. ,.

., f nk adhOseri pt n 1 : he 'center
.

-dsdriptio'

O.' Te -a



lar prism fo

with your right igle model.

edget-'W,a-pYrami a rectangle?

Moder.-

y7fa-del Of -the ectangular prism-have
edges- which fOrm a rectangle? Tr'

es of the
_
triangular prism have

---edges which-form-a rectangle?

How many faces pit.the'sp

form a rectangle?

d have,edges

akr

Look at the models of, a rectangular prism, a

i ula _ prim; . acrid a pyramid'. ., Copy the

Olio :table a sbeet"..ofpaper and fill,.f .

P'
in the blank space

Number
-of

Faces

tt

of
Vei,tices

Number-Of '-faces
plus number of
vertices minus
number: of edges

Hectangularr. -pr

Tr iith

r-y,ramid.



the `rectangular ;prism.- bt

our_Answer?

eLfol triangular-p ri BALA he
_ -

pyramid. What. s your answer in each case?

k'at-:other-geome trib res -made

portions of planes: Is the number = bf faces
plus the number of -vertices minus- the

-
number of edges the r _these geetae

fig-urea./

.Do_ you. think: you will alwam_get the WIT

answer if you add the number- of faces

the number

number or

`whieh is t

es of any geometric figure
1-

union,E of parts:

Write a Mathematical-

answer of 6d.



It

a 0 ral
at,

oration

e-questions you_asir.___and other people, ask _

How many?" "Hclig far?"

y pupils ere. in 'your class?,"
,,

'"How long is theriall.'outside your cla.ssioo
7 .

,."Hqw far is $t tO New YorI ?"

To answer
, -

hese, questions, we use. numbers.

ThOe are 32 pupils in the class.

-0 feet' long.

750 'Idles

.s 'to these questions can be4found by counting



he a],lest boy. -n_ your ,cla_ _

Thy "size)o yoUr farAilY

sige- of your classroom

'length%of Xoo lshel

-The-size of a. rock collection _

/

The size of the smallest -rock in the collection

The population ot your to

lioV_ hard __th it A blofiling

The&size. of:..ar bicycle vat el

z, -

'Think of ,`a rock:-collection. =llht can you tell about the

rock copection:by counting* .Istheresomothing You cannot
.

-tell- about- the of the rock collection by -counting?'

you can toll the size of rock collectio `b counting,,

because each rock is a separate thing. A rock pay be largo,

orsmall, but.it is one rock..

you cannot tell the size, of any single rock by just counting.-

It is one rock, but it may be largo or small.



&A =

VithOut counting, how can you,

tell which set has more members?

A scout brings a bag of candy bars a den meeting...-

ghat to easy way to :}tell, without cOun ing, whether
couts, or more candy. bars?

'2, In`a school storeroom there is A supply:of desks and

a supply or chairs. How can you tell which supply

461



ompsIre

13, whethez there are more hot do

f irOu had the ropes inetead of the nF Lire

he 'Could. yoi..i. ell :which is longer?

To ars 'd
.

k,,

... ,

'curved lie -those '416 piOtkes

:alOng: each 'cury t
-
Then s cut the sings..

\
2 14iet. geomet ic figures- do the stre out strings rePrs;Se

,- .- -



mss-
14.

reOne' that M is longer than Myrg etch.

-g

your finger s theP2int0-.0
all, on A r and B.': Move the string alici

a

Lthofie C. 16' theOther
n_c1031 D? it is between C and D, M ,is .
onger. Now is comparing- segmentsf to see which

,

'is the longer, something like matching- groups of seParate,
objects to compare the sizes of the group.s without

)

There (are many :things witch are .enou

segment .so- that we can think c

segrnent.s; for example,

like our idea or
nil

'a stretchecUs
-ssbme pencil -marls on paper,

the edge of a table,.'
a _pencil.

N

.

Name several other things which we might thin of as



_PA

Reit mber= that betWeen..any two pOints in space there is

rest .tee line -segment, we: any two obje .which
,

e think of .as points so think of them as

en n s o line egment. 'This is what we meari when

ewe B Yi

the disAnte between the two tips of a co pa

e distance between the earth and a -tar,

he-distance-frop- ome-p-late-to-second-hase
_

he heighOat Which an-airplane flie

Name several °thaw ways we think of line segrner ts 'by
- A

thinking of - objects as their endpoints.-

The way you g6 to school is probablyt-znot much.like a

ine .segnent. A picture of it might look like th

We can:still talk about the distance .you Tavel, ifi going
..

t schoal. Your path can be thought- of .as a curve, but
,not as a line seient. what does Stance or length

mean for cl:6res:-^7-- We think of the curve as - r epresented

by a piece of-:' wire or string. Then we imagine

straightening out the wire or sti.i4t to represent a line
segment



Use..;stiirtz to- compare the 11 e

epopy each sentence below th





USING A COMPASS C O A R E RESEGMENTS

Exploration

ecall how-Wu he used a' compass to co are se

lade- the points. of your 'OOmpass on C D.

ent s.

Without changing your compass, place the sharp point on
. .

WI a small part of a 'circle which

Label the intersection E.

ects WS.

E ls. between A and 13, so. AB is longer than, AB,

AE has the same length as CD, so: WN. is longer than



Exercise Set. 2

Trace the following figures on yOur paper.

Use your compass or string, eo help you compare e ents.

Copy and answer the queedon for each exercise-.

Color the unmatched part of the aonger segment.

V ich is longer, 17 or Un

Which is longer, AB or AC?

ti

Which is, longer, or Er?



`SEGMIENTSZrtEASNNING

Measuring a Segment

,EXploration,

now that you cannot tell the size pfi segment by just

looking ai, it and counting. You can tell how lord, by

comparing it Mith some other segment.

How can you toll how long

your desk _is?

s-does---

the edge of your desk

represent?

1. Take your Rencil.

_ Lay it along the edge of your desk, "with .one end' on ;the :corri

Put your_finger_on-the desk at the other,end,o f nth e

Lay the pencil down again from-that point;

How many pencils long is the edge 'of your desk?'

Give your answer to the nearest whole numben..,

People often use their hands to tell.how 1-cngsm se rnen_t__
-1-=

Spread your right hand so the fingermdare as kai,iparp

passible. Place your right hand With.' your thtunb'

Corner of your desk. See how Manythand ans long.your

Segment represented by your p

s celled your unit of measure.
. mieemff zeff ffiffe

The number of pencil-lengths _ or hand-sp
s-

the edge of your' desk is the meaaure'of,your

-your desk may be-

To name a ength; e

:_measure. A gth your =desk. may bi
.==



Exercise Set

Copy and4,complete each _of the entences.

-Our family-drinks quarts of milk each day.
.The unit .of measure -is-

_

The measure is

The amount. of milk _J.

.W:dog;weighs 18 pounds,

--:.--.-----,-,-The-imi-t-of---measure ;Ls4 --

The measure is

lts,weight is
. .

-My-deak S. 9 chalk-pieces long.

a. 4-s length is

-pleas

My desk-- s ' Viand -es long
is the ha

,L r i i and-Spa 5.

I &Ise is a e

ecf. by o pencil.

.edge my cf s1 has .a pencils -.}

r



"'SIN A CCNPASS_TO NEASITHE LINE SEGIeNTS

Explorat on

We --want Ito. find- the Measure of:- CD.

We use our. mpass help us

measure a linaisegment.

Here =AB.

AB on CD.

AB, On cp three times. ,

We'-label the intersections E and F.

,See the'pieture below.

C

measure of CD is
We write: -m CD =

What -its the Measure a CE?

at% is the measure of CF?

what is the measure of ED?

D



m HS =

erasures of the segments in he figure.

T AE =

m BE =

m

m =

BF= m AF =

rite the name of any se ment which has the mea-

Hee the unit and figwe for Exercise 3.

2

-----472---



jEAp'FRING 1'0 Ti

1,1-twin& =AB asunit.

How many times cal you lay off the unit on Ng

m ZE = Is in ZW larger than 4? Why?

ZF 5, Is m ZW smaller than ,57.. Why?

The measure of ra id -between d 5



a 'ttha `fides in each

4ind,,,the meaiUres-Of'the scents to the nearest unit.

.A = (to the nearest unit

The length of CD is greater Phan

leaS than units.

(to the nearest unit

unite

The tle ng RS, ie greater than units but

less. than units.

(tO the nearest unit)



BRAINTWISTER.

On_ ML draw a Segment WhoSe len

thi curve

h. l8. the .length Of:

Now n he measure of curve D WY as i

length of curve ABCD is greater than

less than

m A D

units

475



USING STANDARD ITS.OF LENGTH

Suppose a team-of boys from-y(5u school were-going

Play a game of baseball with a team frOm another school; If

the `other -tam. "trouit a baseball.sc large and heavy you

could liardly-lift it, what would,you'say? You would probably

Exploration..

say, Ne will. net play wit that .baseball It i6- not thp

-'standardrsize and weight." . Whet does that mean? Can you

find out the standard size of a baseball?A _

You have been using uits.of measure which were pot

of=- rrstai dgrd" size. Now ,we shall'use standard units, which
- ,

-are Used by .a great many people and which always mean-the

apount, The =size of standard' unit is-set-by,

Ybur encyclopedia contains information about,thejlationak

Bureau.of Standards in Washington A).

In which of the fallowing

jused?

-He is as etrong as an o

put in a nch of\sal

We eAt Alt

The corn is knee hi-,

I .used to live a dayis journey.

You are familiar with many s6indard-units,

o heSe units,



'Pr tve--tmeple had 'little need for standard units,
.d..the size of, his neighbort'S9spear, he

ould borrow the spear arid cepy, its length.,iar, he ,could

t_Vhen the spear' s.. .held- with one .end on the ground,

the ether -and reach "- Then, he could make a'

-that

Mfthe

length.

ighic'h'_were not standard

any or them

ich we pse came, from units,.,

heSe were used bypeeRle long ag

g part-a. of -theThedy.

An..inch came

a finger as

find -a'part

about an inc

rbm the

g , unjzt:--Of

use of a part o

*length. Can you -

.rager _which is

from the length

rson t s :foot. Is your -food shorter

(pager than a foot ruler?

A yard was at qne time thought of as

the distance from the tip of .a .person's

nose to the tip. of his midille finger").

his anm was held 'Straight out

from the shoulder. is the distance

from your nose to the tip- of your

finger as long as 4 yards

477



4'

eV

, .5r;u n ipche

rr

-e is ,a model QF another stanasrdiinfi.

This- tini ¢may be new to-you.

is the centimeter.

a

If- you_ lived irmFrance,.- or in many othe countries,

yop oubd use this unit segment instead of the

Sci-e thi unit -



-;=

e--in!exeroises. =1-2, on your paper. use

6:find the meagures ff the segment.

'4Yrrie a' rest inch.
,

n w oy ea

-ifse as_tlje

Give 'your answer to the

2.



gerdise

, "
youx,,,a.nswer o ihe neareet centimete

t.

M Livi

in entimetAi's.-

m

in centimeters:

incentimet centimeters.



inch

ammeter

f:\

m-oentimeteis

On DE draw a se nent whose mleasure, in inch

Label

a .

On PS, draw esggmept whosh e measure in en ete
o

La 61 It

n inobesj = ,

3

W. oenttmeters-

FH ,oOngruent



. .
- I -

Poi 1 ow. the se area Ona, o a e en- inch cileinch

ometimes We .name a ray by a single le er ,,

77_

,

.tie -etto below; the endpoint 'of' T e your- ,co
)

, ,
,-

-to- copy -the inch- unit segment,_ :beginning ---Labef-the

k
1 -

er endpoint

Copy the inch.

tke other endpoin

egmen begin

five times. k
Label- the -endp61

Write "Inch" . below s.

our drawing no
4



yr

e e OentiMite --.s e.

-,
.

. ,

h larges number on Your oe t meter 1-
, --.

s °the. larges umber_ on your inch SC_ -or.: itk,.

0 e e er ca .104: Ilaie_ h one _______Is :

r 5i

A

er'
-41, - ,

`scale
: ,' )

-Sa e- _. roe,rit'irnetei'- scale, - -0 -

=,=
. - , _.-- 4

e ..yoy.tr, -scat s; to find t e measure a. t : +semen
4 :`*. ,v-

n , --terb . :.

Copy

he; points, on K and.

_your corn place the sharp -ppin

inch = scale_ and the peril" point on

is nearest the penci
What ip the measure of ,Ky."

nd the rigasure of M in centimeters. Use your ,compass -
't

sdale.



m CD inches)

m CD centimeter_



. . . .n these figures, the -endpoints of one segnent are naMed):.,-.,=,--7r Find-the MeatitireOf the_"segment, in centimeters.

14.



J - ,
AT4

=
''INCE; TRE ENTCIME TER ,SC

4-

made an inch scale and a centimeter scale.
.. _

ou_have;used,these sdales tofind- Measures of line segments.

,YOU:have found'Measitres of linetteimenta.-in other ways, too.,

,NoW wewill
_
use only .the lea of measure.,

-We'fpd the length of AB.:

an place our --ale along TIE like thiS1'.

A

--:HereNis-T400ther: way of .placing_our sale._

Mhy would; du place the ruler in this way?-

Are there other ways ler to find the

lengthof AB'?
.

Theilength,;of

We write _AB

dead: The measure Of A



n you:paed-the,sealeto find ihemeasurle-of YE yen-used-it

s're, aightdage with a, scale .on- -ito

'

-Mblch of-theaadraWings_shCws-.the correct waY to, place
2d

r.,t,ael3tela:eegitientl

A

=

Find the length of to the nearest inch.

D.
)

nada the scale along CD as -in the picture.

What poinf on the scale is below C?:

D-Jies between what two points on. the scale?

IS D cloier to 3 or 4 on the scale ?.

ina is -the length C;,f--Z1i5; lbop-thne.arest- neh?.

-Give two other ways to use'the'scale to measure, D.



cif' eom segmentS z

he. 164th, ,of ,.each segmOnt the nearest 1
_nr find the-,iength' of ea egment. to the nearest

'r. r

.your, answers for Bach as has been' cione. in the _fir

Length of CD is in., to the -nearest' in.
Length of LCD.. is 7 _ to:the nearest_ork..:___



Set' _

f

es t,64rest,ipoh o one of, your pencil ..'=

ci_ p,:141gth',9f the s e en ii' In centimeters.

tiC0- AT, in rnciieo?- What is =leng

Anchee 6iat iT i,t length in:datiteterb

law 'a segment that -has al-length- of-, -5 --inches

Draw a segment whose measure, in inches, is 4.

A

.

Draw a segment whose measure, in centimeters,ris 10.

centimeters infthe birikS: s e.senteno,-a ,



inch unit _and the centimeter unit are toy
,-

:.forimeasuringLle-g d ne_es As you 4127ger,17nitS

re*sed for-thiti purpose. Three which youlcno

',foeft_(ft.),-the.yard,,(yd. and the mile mi:

'are named the,

-.Recall what you know about these un t segmcnta.
.0

Draw a se men 1 foot long. a egmeht-%1 'yard. long

Draw 'other xssnnts 2 `ft'. , enand long.

meaaura each of the

like thise

egments in-inche

Length in feet

1 ft.-

ft.

ft.

4 ft.

Which pf these se

Drdw..-a

cult

Len th in incHes

inches

`inches

inches

inches

" .

gents was onw_yard in length?

egment 18 inches. long. Mime

Mark a poin 0 'onAB so that _AC,

_ How long J._ CB?



vii

n: long.

d

4 :
, _ n 7- h -1Rngths ,--inn inches=.--:-... '= ----- ,- irr

T ief tell., the leng h 'gin feet. and inches',
.

i r -
e ent' en h, in inc_hp0w Lertig. Leith in,feet. end inches'___

3. -r -A
. . 4

5 .1.n._ _ 1. ..-,
.. s r

A

6 in.

u- mark' of AB whose length i foot._ T n mark
-.Ighene, length is# 3- ,"inches do that not on

.

,plat- i6- the length of 17' in feet. and Inched? What

e ler.igth _of AC in inches?

mark laff.= R whose length 38 rd-qt ma:

honelength- is 7 inches, so net
-4.

ie 'the: leingtli of ITT in feet and inches?;
ingth RY_ in ;inches?

9 I



n'

feet.
ile?

a trave ,Ling_

avel one ,minute,?
_ \`,

HoW long does it take lt8,4, to a mile?

Suppose someone ran

minutes ,and_ seconds

a mile-, -2

did hta..lce?

k I k

s ec onds How

_,-
suppose the four men in' a mile relay vent rata their
quartern idle in the times of 45 seconds, 4-7 .Seconds;

47 seconds, Ind 45 seconds. What wail the time for the

'relay team to run the mile?,

492



,

Look at "eacth tiegmen and its measure, then write the

Len

__i_

,--Complete: ,

. .

Length 'fix ,reet and inches Lenstil in inches

et. 1 in.
4

10 -in,
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e. VEie`,:on

-pP7,,Mi.,nt111?
166-" 'Inets".UrP\.7

-

e7.Niik:'1'65 '41 1.1-idhe

e, thip,,I.erikth_41-n-,: elt4lid

3how;,the_1,corpinect-l_atiiikai 131'7. (another ceitetah'

1

'

N1

l / k _4

N_ ift 1pt''Ais, thinW abOut the combine& atri pa , in a4- di
,_ ._,, -,, !.- - , Y ',1 '' '''orrler. ;;-We ,,' o an sHow our thinkirig--,by; ,,trils -ske to h :

, , r to --

s", I 1

1 0- ' ;Z*v

ere
t

Oft,

6 ft.
4 ft. 5 ?in .1

ft. 2 it
13 ft. 10 4.

Li
The gi 13__ n.



6rigth=--

h

,

Pa tyls=-

We can woi* blbp another way:
7

-

We' 'thcE,me which; go with ,the)

5 in.
. 2 in,

3 -in.

1 e-._ t
_

atty papel;-

c th i the h etfq1-p

mar e



%Stan-de

sir.
, i

`,, -
_ riesh', farther, d ar in---- br

- .
,

, oW- hq'arther, 1 ill_ throw mg', JohnS-
c, '.,

;
, zl '' Y :

OW
}

' ma Ald,:Charles throw ball? .1,.. _

,

_



One:Penoil is 7 -Ohba 1?ng _an

ut endItto end his two

ft. 'a
.

_1131)66, in-.-- long.
-r, - , r

6 much -'shQrtel,__ is Jane's ribbdn _ Sara's?

The. , two ribbons, when put eiid to end, make a piece-
length;'

1--.

ft. in. aong. , : t ,
4- ,,.

,
.._, ,

'Adel;_tliese"meathires--; (Write the lengths in the answers
'.1, - , 1

0 waye.P
'a. s- shown in exer ?ise a). , -

-

y d) 11. yd., 2 r

7 y ft. 47 yd.v1,. ft.

9 yd. t.- 9 yd. 2 ft.
7.".

23 ft. d in..

46 ft. 10 in.
6 in

;7!

23:ycL.



.

.

a.,_

'John
56

- I Mary

','. ;-;, , 54

. Jeannie
53

,Royce,
63

Tom

,- 52',-

Denise
53

--' -:.- Pala

"r 61 i
Jadk-

?
63,

; Phyllis i
52:-

Hefei :':
:52

Fran-
.._., 55 ____ _

Fred,'
_. _ 59

Martha
.54___

- Walter '';-
_

__.;_-.61_,

Tiolk
_.

-___1_, 60_

Boyd
-- -65

.

_

Bill
52

Glen
_ 52

Lenore
61 '

Gary
a _

56-

Sarah
)52...

Greg
_ 52

_ Val aree
-63

sake
-56 .

Gerry,,
65.

, - _-

E- a
52

Will_

54
Jame6
- 52

, Hill
65

_
,

64

.Which row of pupils has the greatest total height/
How much is t s greatest total height?
_Which _column_ f_pupils_.has_ thi__ greatest _total height ?___

How-much-laalthigreatest-tota-1-height
Is there one pupil who is sitting both in the row 'and
in the oolurnnof grqatest totta_heig,ht?

500



to answer the following.,
41W,

ich-eplUmn,Ofpupils ha

heigh

ti
'HoWrilubh:is the'least total height?'

the -least total

,Which row-of pupils has the least total

_height?

How much i total height?

-is there one pupil who is sitting libthdin

the row and in the column of least total

height? Who?



44474,WW

ece 'o !Aches'

make 'closed

r
What is the_ length of the wire when it is

i--

shape of this curve?'

Straighten out the wire, and bend it to form a different ,
closed curve.

thp '-lennh of the--new curvel-

What happens to the length of the wire when you. change_

--the shape .-ofth e-8 imple\_el OB ec1,-curve 9
_



Howmuch-les_ th than 15 inches

Did you :'use your 'ruler' to measure the length of the
.

wire that remained after you -bent the br

tofitYche-,4urve above?-





'T*6 anottiei..-piece-0 e whose-length you-do not know.
.

send it ;to,rit- the curve below.

a- Ether wi:re _aye back encl.°,

Can you way of using the wire outline to

find the length of the curve?

If you straighten the wire out, will the length of the

_ DArt o the wire that outlined the curve change?

Straighten out:the w1re,_

Measure it with a ruaar.

'What is the length of thy:



cise-Set
.

e pieces of wire and rto find. the lengths of the curies.

ReteMber that this simple closed 'curve is called a

--'0-olygon'-bec-anse-it is-the union f line segments .---



Take-al) ecc of wit-cpndji4 using the whole:piPeq,
- 4

wirp hat,z6umake an Ouildteral triangle._

the-Ieilth of the triangie?-What i

.-

end-a-piece-cf-wire- -thaty-ueing-the-whole-pieceofwize,...
G.

you have a polygon with four sides,ot- the same length.

Find thelehgth of the polygon.

piece of wire as in exercise 4 and make a

different polygon with four sides of the same length.

Without:straightening the wire, do you know the length_,,'

of this polygon?

Find.a model of a circle In your home.

Use ,a piece of wire or a piece of string to help yoU,

find,thelength of the circle.

Did you need a ruler?

Cut a model of a triangle with its interior frOma piece

of:cardboard.

Can you find the length of the triangle?

Did yoU use a piece of wira-:

Could you have found the length of the triangle using

the ruler only?

vo



--EaT METER tik.,130tYGONR-
,

Joan wished to buy some lace edging to trim a scarf.,

sc-arf was 40 inches long and 14 inches wide.

;''Ffow much edging does Joan need?

The number sentence which te1is the measure of the length a

the edging Joan needs toNarim all foUr edges of the scarf is

,40 14 40 14 = 108

The length of the edging that Joan must buy is 1t 8 inches.

How many yards of edging does she need?

The: perimeter of the rectangle in this example is

1.nches.

you have . found the length of r eny simple closed curves

when the, curve is a polygon whose sides are line segments,

we call-the length `of the polygon its perimeter.

The perimeter gives a number and a unit o mpasure.

507



e -Jaflet.,fli ly

horteror the-:;Chri

edided:-to (ec61- :e he7Exon.V. or

Seasoh-

Johnny wanted to-Vute ttring of
._

;I...

thealong triangle ABC.
.

a6lOred lights'ardind- the doorway.
.,..........,..-40,--,,,... , -,...7 -_,.....,--

a y

bored lights .on' hOUSO'

Mr.iJoDes said he would buy lights for the door or the oof.

He would .not. buy .lights. fpr, both.._ Also he v1011lddeee409

the one,V4ich required the.shorter string of lights.

Johnny measured the sides of the- triangle.

Mary measured the 1 sides of-the rectangle around the door

Each reported that the sum of the measures of the

Of the figure he measured was 20.

ohnny said:

Mary sakid:

-

"6 4- 6 4- 8 F 20"

7 1- 3 7 = 26"-

des

.Arhat other6fact did Mr. ToneS need to mow before he 4,

a deaision about which part of the hoUse'to,decorate?

Did the Jones fly decorate tie oor



Joe. made -a 'cardboard -model Of
1.

cha1kbox. He wished to tape tle

`Or'the licittorn of the' box
scotqhtape. much--

, -
scotch"-.tapa- cud" he need?

The're' is no ove ?lap at

;the. co ers.

ttoM%ake c anler

rad you find the sum of the measures of the sides of the

rectangle, or did you find the perimeter of the rectangle?

, .

The `Police department of a town is painting 'a thin black

-border mound the edge of the STOP signs. HOW many..

---.

inches of border must be painted 'on each ?

. The edge or the STOP__ sign represent a ,polygon..:

5

-What 'Is the pesiteter of this polygon



,,Ioun'rttl9r -to
;

6 7fin-d Abe perIre

earest- the-

each polygo . .

The per-imeter

of figure GABCD

.The ppr,imetet. ofl

Sigure ABCDEF

is

The, perimeter

510

the star



INQ

Here!

What:

hkirdloraticn-,

, -

a' Plan ,\for:the .fador of e. eet ler ricorp.
- ,

perilfteteri,e5f the edge or ,the flpor?

2 ft 3in. a

7ft 2in.

.1.1iff we place a piepe of wire arou he. edge o this floor plane
. .

, then straighten out the wire, We pieture the wire like this:

2 in. 7 ft 2 in. 12 ft. Sin.

jjnagine that we cut the wire into eight pieces.
lie put them together again, as TWIT' in this picture,

12 7 ft.

7 ft 2in. --,

12 f t. 7

he length changed?

We-7'add-the-meast.7ea which have the

11410

e unit; :

12 + 7 + 12 + 7 m 38

The length, r the .- rime ter,

10' in.' Remember We

We add . only those mea

2 10

d the measures .

es that were made



_

---,Find the periNeter of a corner -Pi ec4.0f.land in the shape

pf'14triang1e if.the lengthsvbf its side's are '50 .Jeet

.inclies; 8o- Peet *7 inches;: :---feet At inches.

A y4rdstick 1 inch' wide Find the pe _

'.farce of the yardstick that s 9qs the scale. give your

'answer in yards andinches. Give your ever again in
z -

feet and inches.
611,

Find the perimeter of the polygon

1.

red below:

Can your answer written using only one unit?'
,

Write your answer in inches only in feet only.

using yards only and what- Can your answer tie

512



4.Fran d ware, each of-whose--

ides is ',xr meters : t pm long. :,,,Iderre hits, a hOme rUn.

'-What'IS the fenth'of-.the shortest patg he can take, he

Vouches cach base.on his wa4 back to home place? ,o11. will

need to -know that 100 -centimeters equals 1 meter

loncrer? How much lo

TOLINTWISTERS

A man wants to p hib Land. He knows

that the boundary or los 1,1.d cu., b L1,,41611t of as a 'square.

He measures one side a11..1 taudo th,..L. 1 L 1a i etween 125 and

126 ft. ng. Hoyt much fencin Quid he buy?

ouse a piece 4 wincluu tires. broken.

father me sured.the frame 411e.ue alaas went. He found

that it w,, s a rectangle with i1 Inch and 2 inch sides, to

the nearest -inch. He bought a new piece 0 glass 14 Janes

wide an 24 inChee'long. Whgn he tInt tc put it in the

frame he found that it was too ion.

possible reason?

31 t

Can you give a



Exploration
;

Look at each.O_ the figure's' on this .page.
For each- figure,- choosd' a pair of numbers he right which can

be-use, &-to-ballc-about-thel.number-Of-parts-t -a ,are,:shade the

number of congiuent part into which each unit region, unit
_segment, or set has been separated.

Pairs of Numbers

V-1
'Were you-able- find a pair of numbers for each? Did you find

I-b?

515
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erdise Zeta-

Copy_ the tali e and cOmplete it, using the fi 8uree

, and F.

.....
Figure

. ..

Si.....Z.4
_a tp A :

Sh 'tied
-

..,,,,a

Corigruenfs
Parts in
Unit

- (.-

B

C

E

516



Write on-your paper- the 'letter from A T.
. _

. After each, write- -Yea if, th e.. e has been

Write Aqo if'parti ioned int000ngruent regions.. _
theerigure has' t,no.beerk: partitiohed-

gibirb



What xiair, of numbers can b used e talk about the sh4ded

regon ih-,each figure? Remember we will ldt the fir*t

number of, the pair tell how iall parts are shaded We il--7-- - ,, -------
1,

\

-1-et the adoond number of the pair tell into how /Tani

oongruent.--pants-tht-uat-region_hasbnen

you-f-ind_ an figu.re4 that_ha4_ not _beeh

into congruent regions? Which ones were they?

518



r TL

ploratIon

artitioned into congruent parts ,and some:7,

shadedl-we,use , a new kind- of:nuMber, to

66gne umbers called a

numbers.: They_greTead,'

And "three-eighths.

hese figures at

ifie,114-gest 7the'same

number. 7 The

ational number is

2Aanerr,rOltrtbil4P-A171103°1,41.*,

_

0*-

,:-numberrone -fourth-ls-called- a-fractionr--Fractlone- are-wri

Vehlriiierrra -''Trietwonateralsareseparated-by-a
e

aI bar.horizoht

ixamplet
°The numerals are 1 and 4.

The numeral_above_the_bar tells,
_

the number of congruent parts_

of equivalent subsets described.

--The_number is called_the__L

numerator.

The numeral be1OW the bar tells

the number of congruent parts

into which the set of objects,

unit region,.or unif segment has

ri

been partitioned. The number

is called the denominator.
4 _

519



2-..e.t.A.et.......t.r.e_16,..o
1

uggested by etch' of these figures below'

-7

What rational' number does each of these figures suggest?

6-_-A1--suggests the rational number,:

-Figure By suggeats the rational number,
,

.

0

--read-three-fourths

read two -thirds-.
.

Figure C suggests the rational number, read two halves.



excise' -Sat

each, e ;: ea ter =fraction- ,which._names the,

urns sti-giested ';_;the shaded, region.

E

as fractions:

-a).,_one,half

one-third

__d)

e) one-sixth

one-fourth

I=.-.

521



,at, lea _x

ore, o ee' you', wan ow many-Way...13.
5

ouLseparate upi ate-to sho'

It

Copy and shade the part which is described by the fraction

4

[000
000

D

522
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o pi h cha_

a J.' ber:of;Cemgruent Number of Congruent
t :Pirta:iii-Uni

- _ ,

parts Counted:

t11.471.1wpt

On your-paper, make 6 copies_of the unit region shown
Nk.

below. Make the uriit,rggions the same size. Thenshow_

-a piCture that suggests each of the rational numbers named

in "exerci'se _5



-e o 6.=the'-c1 art-,-beI

umber of Congruent_
:Parts in Figure

"Namber Of Rational
Shaded Pa um er

ISuggested by
,Shaded Part

3



am a `of the -rational-nuMber.

of, exerelie"1,..

uggeStedl by the

M y ,

Set CL.

Fig. C

has been 'separated into-

regions. region has-been

The shaded region is best described

ationaL number named by the fraction'

Points, M,- N, and .0 -separate XY into

congruent segments:

Set cC has members. member

names an odd number. This member is

of all-the-members-of-Set C. -



above "' or:Metee'-iri each bta
_

grixeriVparts,''into whiOh the- unit -'has= been
_

he--bar names' -the number._"o_, _
,r

thebar,hame6-the nUmber_r

ruent parts which, are described,

_ -

Watched

our 'long.
=

tpleyis oh_Lprog., _s. Each was

How long did Ann watch_ televf-sibwi
_

,
. .-.

,;How ,much longer would she need to "Wafc'h TV to make
3

_

I--hertotal_time_l hopar

A, figure like the one pie

toothpioks, each the same

fractional, part of- the ,p

tared below was made by laying

size, end-16-6nd. What

imeter is t e "roof



hr ion,

he line :6egthent AB:

-On -the number line the unit segment is separable
congruent segments.

Use a fraction Each smell segment

the unit segmen

uThe 'measure of AB 13

also

The 'measure of AB,
r4-4,,.,

(Use e-a fraction

Is7 the measure of line segment AB?.

-the Meastlre -of line- segment CD?--

Is the. measure of line segment ER3

(g):, -Is the measure of line, e

the, measure of ling ,segmqnt___ IJ?
9

the measure of -line sementt.n?

6

527

kr-



_par §44p ongruent.segments... AR, the::
WA.

as unit segment .-

aer one questions

at fraction names the measure o

fraction names -the meas re or

iill -.has photograph album. Each page is' separated
_

congrUent _parts. On each' page he can- place 4 picture's:,

Page I Page 2

l B111 pastes 5 pictures in his album, he will cover

17, Of 7one page and of another page.' What rational-,

'number 'describes the number of pages covered74

=

that the measure of :a segment or a.

' -7'

2 3 4 5 6
Fractions 7, E tell tie' that tile '1

tell-

on-is 'les i3 than

'

-measureviof a' segmpnt orwegion 'is exactly 1

Fractions like
2.131,, 4: 4 4. 5, tell "us; triat--,-

the measure of .segment or region is greater than 1.



r _ 1

esp-k,:tff e ft -below ._The,dots arateeachunit--

ach_o the figures below represents a unit regimor,unit

,Stady these diagrams. Then answer the ,questions on the

,nex page.

rpppppppaZpPr

t.



are.. there _in :_ B

-_egionjof,____,'A T.-and . ,B - together?

rational.,.number,c

/is suggested- by the unshaded,
,

_region Or ,-ALL d B together?

at at lanai- -number is suggested y :-Vwshaded-regiOn.--,.--

, 04n C? in D? in E?

What rational. number is eugge -d by the unshaded

'region in D?

rational number bes.V describes the shaded gion
P

ink C, D, and E altogether?

Tr,

What' ration'al number hest' describes the unshaded

..regions in C, D, and E 'altogether?, ,
=

at ,rational number is suggested by he shaded

of F and G together?

What rational _number is suggested,:

region of F and G together?

-& ,, 4.7,.. - -.,

In Figure H, what rational number is, the 'measure' of



,_---
_b su gested'- by=>bhe -,shadqd -pare

4 , A -
441

"I innit tin

F

ng ,thesa nurnber,linebi, complete the santenc?s, bet iw,



own, b el Ow- On ,,yetr ::paper

. a

a o that ri

ark:, a =point " sb that FE-f,
Tcf

-
F ut4ts?

e:o.._:.p.r-the line, eegmept.
'7-

peen separated into

Ualrig a ,cez:tain un t, t re 91. is

'b) xv is unit long.

-uritts: ton

. ."
mark. feet at number iyea hips heigh

yaiids? _

Ellen matched 5 television program many h

dooski6` at if each -program was:

of a n" l pur long?

532 ,



T-NAMES- R TIC SANE-NUMBER,

Exploration

'.The pictures of unit regicins below auggest some ways of

thinking of one-half.

E

A, 'What fraction names the

"B, what f=action names the

B

F

measure of the shaded region?

measure of the shaded region?

ft 'What-fraptlon-naMes the measure of the shaded: - region?

D, What fraction names the measure of the shaded region?

In -E,--what fraction names the measure.o shaded-region?

what tifraCtion names the measure-Of shaded region?

2
T7

nal numbqr,
0..

an write,:

4 5T are
ES'

1

and

4 5

What are some other fractiong

e Aay that

this rational number. Can you tell

all wags of naming the

s same number?

the simplest name, 1 iplest form, for



5

1 = 2 3 4 6 7 1 11 12

A 2 -12 : 12 t2 12 12 12 12 12 .'12 2 12

'Make tan* SAtiyients by writing a fraction in each blank.

us, the' pumbe'r line above to help you.

:
1

a. -

10

2 3 4
5 5 5

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5 its 10 io io To R5 io 10

a

e number line

numerator or denominator.

above to help you write the,miezing

2

7riu

lo1 =



--Using. one lli Mber. line, we can

a'rationar,number.

how different names

7
8

4
4

5 6
4 4

10 11 14
8 8 IT

ee that:some_fractiOns are names for the same rational &amber.

What-other-fractions are names for the rational number

What otherother fractioiris- a name for the rational number ir ?

Other fraction is a name for the rational number

Can you find other fractions, that name the same rational number

on thls,1Xne?'

One-xati_nalnuMber may be named by many fractions.

The fatibrial-numbe be-named- by:-

The rational number

-'The rational number

The rational number

2

1

10

may be named by:

may be named by:

may be ed by:
1

4 6

7c71 215'

TV

Can you think of other -actIond whl would -name eaeh these

numbers above?

Tractions can be used to liagfe Lhe 0.wit whole numbers.

For example, may be indicated by

2
1470 3y E. 50 on.

fan you name three other fraotic, uh(..t 1_ung t this Bet

535



Exercise Set 5

Copy each of _thee figures.

I 1 I

I

I

1

I I

1

I

I I II

536

Color of this figure.`.,',.14.

2 is another name for

6Color g of this figure.

6 is another name for

2Color s of this

Color

0 ther name for

e.

of tiffs figure.

is another name for

Color
4w this.figurek.

4s is another name for _,



chart,- write-as many-namea:a

at least three other fractions which.neme e h of

the f011owing rational number If you'cari write more

than. three, do so.

a). IT.

g,

537

d) 2



--The-diagram -below suggest three,Other_names far

they?

I toot

..0.. 4 5 6 7 8 10 _1 12 in= ches
12 12 12 12- 12 12 12 12 12 r 12

Draw 5 boxes like the ones- below. Separate each .box

'.to-Show-the mathematical sentence written below. The

first one is done for you.

6 3
8 4

4 = 1
8 2

2 =.

6 3

1_2
4 II
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'1

-The-unit-sqUareYshown-on'the-preceding page has

separatbd,into. 3:00- congruent square regions.

Each- small square region is what part of the unit

square region?

Each small square region is what part of 1 row or

1 column of square regions?

Each row or each column of square regions is what

part of the unit square region?

e regions should you color if you

:unit square region?

a- 1,-
nd 1- 9

10



'=Pu'zzle' 117116W n different-ways can7You coyer-the Unit

_aduire'jusivg, the fractional pieces shown? Each

pleCe:maY be,used more than nce. You may wish

to trace,' cut out, and make s veral copies of each

model _mien before you work OUttle.

5)41



ere7arg-a--few olutions to the puzzle on page 541. How many
,

more did you ,discover?

4

1 1 1 1

4 4 4

J

4

4

El

81 /// I I

818



3 4 5
4 4 4

4 5

8. 8 8 8

_Lopkat the number'line.

9 IQ II

8 8 8.

o the right of Is > T ?

0=the3rigrit'Or- ? Is

4 5
the riga of Is

0--.to the left of

.easy to see that

least to greatest.

_

;Are and ordered front the least to greatest?

would be easier to decide 11 w used other fractions for

6
yr, and are ordered from

these numbers.

names for these same number , we can write them asUsing other

-4 - 16
and

7r.

ibars are .named in order from least to greatest!

As yoii move o the right along a number line, the rational numbers

beebme greater_ As you move to the left, they become less.



Ase-iSdt

hL chart and t2 s yMbOls,: and to complete the-

sentences-below.

16 16 16

AiWrite the correct answer. , The -frac

usedi'ifIseeded.a

a) Which number Is less:

Which is fa

17 or
16

the left on the ndmber

Which number is less: 1T

ch is farther to the left on the number line?

Which number is less:
17 Or

farther to the left 1- iimber line?.

number is less:
11
-Tr or

4

ich is farther to the left on the number line?

544 :=



members pf 'each 3 4t 'in order 'rom least to greater

Make diagfams :if, you need theih.

1

goelaie a reitiOnalf'number ith point
g in the diagram below.

la
from 't,oi

u- oti

List in order then hers used n counting by three7halves

from to 9.

ite two other n he following number-W.,

2 I0

545



\

ear ran these n bers in order

3 1
15' 7

1 1
Ei 7

5
5

Arrange tn.order the 4.,Affit,,..-0

with. the greate

each set beloW. Begin

1 Arrange these numbers from least to greatest.

546



5 --
4 4

a A W.
6 1,8 4 10.11 12 13 1445 16:17 1Eir:19,2021 222324
13-8-1T, T3 Tri

< or = in each blank to
, 4

mike a e sentence.The number line above will help----,..- ._ _ ...._ _ ,., _. .

5



o aimb 1 11411 b farther

rrr

ember§ in Order
.

nm least .to

Copy and fill in each blank, with the symbol 7 >,,

h)_ 1
Y

-1,6pk af exercise 4. Which fractioi in each labels' a

point =farther- to- the tight,:ori the thither ine2:



Yr,

Unit

_ ,

"-- n

Unit,

Unit

1 11and ,7s- = and 7 and
-.4=c

and 3 fourths

11 = 2 ones. and

3

.11

fourths



umbers -= named. by fractions like and

the measure of a region, segment, or set is
,le' .,7:..---p.,.....---

equal -tomtd-P -1 .-_, ,
_ -

I l' , , /,--,---,--- ----, ,,,,_n_a-0
, s.

,

hers named :by..fractions_ like_

ell utr that the measure of a region, segment, or set is greater
than

c3

4__Other_ _names__ ror_:_l____are_v,

Since this
land



below..---Then use i

thematical sentences so that each

=

2. , Arrange the numbers, in each of the following _sets, in order
from- leiity'fo greatest. Use :diagrams if yOu need

A 13
7 2

Peter has l3 block o walk to .school. -h blo

mile long. 1-Idw ,many 'miles .does he:have to walk to school?



_

_into-ToUr_bars.7.,-ef,-,

'20 0 _ bars- of -butter-in her-,

Which _is grekter write_ the name..o greater nuinbert in
.T1

-you-may, use a .-numbed _3;. e-

12 or

2-1

a) 1

opmplet

g) or.

h-)

Use diagrams. if you need them.

n,7

,

Between wtat two whole numbers. on the number Line would the



1

s he number lines above. ?Copy the' caldwintimath n1a

, - I

sentellees;-'. -Write the_symbo5. > n each ,biavk:
nee true.



hernumbe rs' vied', in

hreeelghtha to

'- Write' 2 other_ n_ each of the following
_ _

r

each rational number in -Column 1 with a fra tiot

aolnul.! \.
Coluiml 1. Column 2

t names -the --isame 'number:::

h)

'5

6

2
,



loration

of Set., A- into, 2 ',. 4Ubsets

- How many, objedts rare th e in, 1' :
."-

Set 8 Chas been separated intda-
esubsets:

How many, objects are in each-'

-subset?

S



What -12?-

llhat is of 12?

;21. , Set -c
D has been separated into.. _°

subsets.

of

= of 12;

_6 t . f _

12.

Each subset shows



--and D are unit square regions. Copy- them 0 -:

_, ..... , ., _ , ,.. .

:our. paper. ',Separate each tone into fotir equal -regions-. ,,_ -.

,,..p. . --- - -' .

,_:. Color ,._,Tr_5ii d.
';?.Z....., .r.,-tat1

-' I_ T
i

dolor- _ of blued, __,,

r

-,,,_,

_.s- -
.-

rWrite the traction that .best describei3 the unceop.ore_
--regions of- each -unit are -rSgion'above ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

r = - = - - , , - I

. .

C4nts el C separate the unit line seg ment AD ,_
! ,

.1,
_,

into- 3 .congruent segments.

m AB = in 'Ai5 ',



_

... ^I

acne number- of fobjeots is -in each s,_bset.
I

,

What is - Tr 0: ,16? ,
What.ls 16'2-

,, __ -,,1 1-t

Joned aUbb-eta.

What 1-

Here-is-:another-Ploture-of a-
\

Ar,.

t of: ob ects.It__ha

number' of objectspartitioned' into five subsets.. \ The same

is -in-each-subset.,



o'bject

L

ane,boiight,[_diX- dOughnuts She ate of How ,-many.,
7dc3i_ighnii e ea d ne, have

-

Bill had-1-twentylparbles.4--He',Alostf. frLthem.-,HOW

,

-;.-Aiia-eThad-36jad WEk Shel:t -e"*
- ,

I-IoW many jacks did7Ali:pe -=trade? Him; many', jacka=

-11aV"Vieft ,

7

on-the way 'froin the store., _Bob drdpped a ozen eggs.

looked inside the carton He, Oland- the', -broken 1

1 =

liQW many eggs are \there 4n a dozen,tA How t,many,`,eigs weret
=

broken? How many eggs were, not broken?

BRAINTWISTEit

John gave Bill sixteen Jelly beans:
-7-7

number-- John had. How many did John have at the beginning?' 1

5-9

5



o string Christmas tree li

t =o-,be' replaced?

$a- Bale, books that= bad' been 56

1-6:*001if70160.--wh t wet tHeaal
e_ selling for

pride?,

-hag -coptained--,24--candy-b

'litany candy= bars were in t

A -f4pgameganiers7played---_in74-4--- 1f-7-takes 1 hbur

of actual :Play time to pla minutes of

t e
,

There were 6 boys and 3 rls
par of theteam Vas boys?

',

-yeEit.,-, 'is

What part ,of

If

has

a. ted into four- seasons- of---e -1:ength

he year is each, se son?

L
collecti,pn; o _ 15 dolls . f them repre
,

,,
_en f320111 'he !`countrie 8 . How many ,of the

.7
, . ,_ . ,

ep5esent- childrep-S.-rom other countries?

dill' of

long, e,-had

he -thi_

of- wood

6



ee'Exerelses

Vee parentheses corr,ly tp make each

statement. Example a is alis wn._

x 6>
x 5 +.4

4,'x 16 4- 4 >

A

he Doll ing

1)

5 x,8 .2 )/
25 5 + 8 =

e

30.

13

24 19 + a 2 > 14

18 n) 45 + 5 4-4 < 13

68 15), 27. +. 3 6 = 54,

--79

x 5 +3"
3-x 4

8 + 6 + 3

+ 7 1

P) 2a - Tx 3< 63
q) 46 + '8 ÷ 9 = 6

8+ 21 7

11 4 x 3( 39
49 ÷ 7 t.- 6 = 13

Alixed Addition and SubtraeLlun

327 54,

457 + 218

384 + 291

384 - 156

995 - 7.88

870 -_418,

g) 23.84 - 1963

h) 1066 883

984 + 168

700 -.362

14rb 2388

1) 400 583 324

Iii) 10.3 537

") (09 - 368

t- 36

p) 801 513

(45

678 t 254

2900 - 1256

598 Jo3 + 81

561

Ai



L. 34 n 1) n 104 +0488 4 1646

43 , n r ) 4767 * x 7
n) 19'4'7 = 285

o) 878 n 12497

p) 747.1

8789 '- n

4E19 v4Q3 x.95

n x 9 1657

r 858 758
w

Addition, Subtraction NiuIL1plicatian, and*Divisio
,fq

32 +

587. 369.

+' n :L- 237

j) 48 n 79 = .234

b n = 127 x 5
7k6 n = 413

624 + n = 1141

q)

6c 0

2157 + 819

1480* 4 a

d) 367 x 6

e) 459 9

r) 309 + 481'

g) 475 - 367

h) 2804+ 7

t) 396 x 7

j).. '1209_ - 6

37q -
6t, r.

4 5

679 327

136 4
a

g) 810 -I- 6521-1- 934'

t 7
62 - 584
444 6

876 x 4°-



462 40 + 60 ÷ 2 = 14-00 ÷ 50 ÷ 12
=44 = 100 ÷ 50.1- 7 = 100

re 30b.+: t§ +- 5. = 305

638
7 3,9 4

633 1.* J 956

563 b25 -2147

386

890
3 A



d)

iplication and D_v

72 ÷.8

789 x 5

725 5

864 x_6

408 4

f ©:904 x T
g) 824 ÷

h) 496 x

654 3

3) 730 x 9

378'

257 x 4

2488 ÷8
319 x 8

580 5

509 x 7

99f
156 x 9

217 -÷ 7

697 x

ate the aumenumeral for c= ...:tk Lla.nk that makes a

sentence. Example a 1, woe..

a) (:4 2) _ 10

b) (7 x

c) x 8)

d) (12 x 6) 05 _

e) ( x 8) - .39

f ) (4 x

g) (6 x 6) -
h) (54 = 47)

i ) ( 1 - 5) x 9 ©
j) '(8 20)

- Alt

m) ('7 x 8) 16 ...

(6 x 12 = 28'

7 x 9) 12 .

5 x ) '14 -= 21

x 9). - 6 = 48

(7 x 6)
55

x 6) - i 29

x 9) 72

)

)



Part A

make each of e following

2 inches f) 12 inches r yard

inche

pint--

I7 ho 30 minutes i) 4 feet l yards

2r"yard 2 feet j) 9 inches 4.yard

yard

cart

_quart 2 pints

15 minufes 4 hour

ange-in order of size from smallest to largest.-

1 1_ 1
Li, , 7 -, 7

)

d) ,

e)

1)

4' 3 1 '2
5 3 5

31 ft., 6 in., 7 1 L

45 min.,

1
1 ton, 1 lb., 7 1b 1 oz.

1 pt., C1.11,0 1 6o.

J) in

r . 60 m114.,

A .

265



_ed pbints

What_ia he_greitest number of line segments that can have

`ehdpoihta'iri-Set'N

Name tie segment(s).

(The named points C, D, E

What is the greatest number of line segments that can hayev

endpoints in Set M
) .

Nsme the segment(S)

Tie. e-haMed points F, H, 1)

Whatis.the greatest number of line segments that can haNP,

endpoints in Set R .

Name the segment(s).

-Draw two_line_segme_

quadrilaterals and 1-1,1 e3

out of

7. Draw two line

new triangles and C1,.a..11,c1Lev,alo

t of

4 < 5 < 8 mewl

A

and 5

Write these senLei.co L1, 011-vter way.

a) 32 < 34 and 34 C 40

b) < and 4 7

112 < 115 and 115

d) -<4 and 7

U

s less a_



Find d-the number' that

14 < n
.

represents in the following

d

;786 788

1tV

A-model -thathas rectangular regions and 2

riangular regions for faces.

model that has four triangular regions for faces.

A, model:that'has six rectangular gion&tor faces.

kleiod01.thatOjko 6ne'rectangular region-and two circular
, .

feces:

1 hqsai- edge 6 ': angles:only.

Model has a c PCuiar region and a half circular

ion (or, faces..

mparinb Adngt,i Of lne Bagmen

op t& as

in.

in as ab

d4, is times as -I"



Match 'the Standard Unit of Measure from Column I with the

Item YOU would use it to measure from Column II

, .

c) seconds

d):: :hours

I days

) quart

g) yards

h) minutes

i) miles

j) inches

Write--4-,- differ

labeled on this

ffe

Column II

Lengt4'of your pencil

Bottle of milk

Distance between,cities

Length of a football field

Timing a running race

Time at recess

Time until a birthday

Time for sleeping

Haight of a tree

6u6ar for a recipe

14. Find the perin teA .1 A

A polygon with o-OQd .6oz. OcabUr.zo are 16, 28, and

32 in incheb

An equilateral 1-k-41161 Lhe measure of one of

its side& 14 in re

d)

e) A polygon with 2 sides whose measures have the sum

of_ the_poin

AyOlygon with 6 congruent-Ides, the measure of

one side is 35

A square, one slue of whiO has the measure of 7 in meters

centimeters;

of 8 yards and .3 sides whose measures have the sum

of 15 in yards.

568,



t

,Writea matheMatical.sentence -(or two sentences if necessary

for each problem' and Solve. Write an answer sentence.

The-pavis-tamily=usea. 8 eggs for breakfast. What 'part

--e'doaen eggs is left?

75 cents on Monday, 50 cents on Wednesday,

centabn Friday mewing lawns. How much_will he

2. -Eddie earns

earn n si weeks

The school busruns 7 miles on a gallon of gasoline.

Each week the bus goes an average of 882 Tales. How

much gasciiine will the bus use in four weeks?

Wendy_ called the feed store order feed for a. worth

her horse. She bought bales of hay at $1.75 a bale

and 100 lb; Of oats at much will this month's

ieed bill be?

Tom hit a softball 13.) Li dehay tilt the ball 25 ft

j'arther than Tom. tiow 14,v alu handy hit the ball?

is 347 air miles ri..wh son eranclocu to Dos Angeles,

1240 air miles onAtu Delloe, 44i ill- miles from Dallas

to New Orleans, then ob9 un to Miami. How

many air miles is it ty u

Miartii?

Ak. San Francisco to



The nurse fouhd Janice be= be 4.f 4 in. Linda

4 ft. 11 in tail,- and Maria 4

,tallerthan-JaniCeit Linda ?

.

,

ending broad-jump Pat s best uMP4wa 5`ft. Sin .

while Roy t s best_juMp-was 6 f = 2 in. Roy was how

much better than Pat's?

9 in. tall. How much

Tor-hia-b rthday_Tom re eived a new baseballbattthat is

'24 inches. long. the bat's length is what part of a yard?

10. Joe delivers 56 papers cac.h day. How many papers does

he deliver in 28 days?

11. Susan buys 2 dozen cookies for .30 cents a dozen an-
.

cake for 80 cents. How much does she pay the clerk?

Braintwisters

You have a iv loch uha= have to cut in 5

pieces, each 6 11101Loti 1 46. 1t takes five minutes to

make each Cut. holy coati ililhut,ea will it take you to out

the 5 ,pieces?

An inchworm was a 5 feet high. He climbed

threeAmches every day a=,d slipped back two inches:ev

night. How many days will it,taka him to reach the top?

570
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